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USING GEO-LOCATION AND A CENTRALIZED SPECTRUM
MANAGEMENT DATABASE TO ENABLE SEAMLESS HANDOVER AND
GEO-FENCING OF CHANNEL USAGE

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The technology of the present disclosure relates generally to spectrum

management, and more particularly, to systems and methods for using geo-location in

combination with a spectrum management database to enhance seamless handover and

geo-fencing of wireless channel usage.

BACKGROUND

Spectrum management often relies on wireless operations in certain areas

(authorized areas) to be on specific channels, to avoid interference with other networks. In

addition, the spectrum available in a specific area can often change, and/or devices may

move while enduring intermittent wireless connectivity. These considerations make

spectrum management and radio operation a challenge in a number of operational

situations.

The restriction of channel usage to defined geographic boundaries is sometimes

referred to in the art as "geo-fencing". For example, in a typical geo-fencing system

wireless communication in a first geographic area may be restricted to a first channel "A",

and wireless communication in a second geographic area may be restricted to a second

channel "B". The geographic areas may be defined by any conventional means, such as,

for example, by geographic unit (e.g., county, zip code, etc), geographic coordinates, FCC

defined usage areas, and others.

Often, wireless communication is performed by a mobile radio device, which can

move in and out of various geo-fencing areas. Thus, considering the above example,

when the mobile radio device is in the first geographic area the mobile radio device

communicates via channel A, and when the mobile radio device is in the second



geographic area the mobile radio device communicates via channel B. As the mobile

device moves between the different geographic areas, there must be a seamless handover

of channel usage (for example from channel A to channel B and vices versa) as the mobile

radio device moves between the geographic areas. Furthermore, the travel range of the

mobile radio device may encompass numerous geographic channel areas (more than two

as in the above example), and there may be more than one available channel for use within

each channel operating area, which further complicates the need for a seamless handover

of channel usage.

Channel operating areas also may overlap, which means, referring to the above

example, there may be overlapping areas in which both channels A and B are available.

Without a seamless mechanism for channel handover, the result can be "thrashing" in

these overlapping areas, by which the mobile radio device is constantly switching between

the two available channels.

Current systems for spectrum management, however, have proven deficient with

regard to seamless channel handover within a geo-fencing system as a mobile radio device

moves among geographic areas associated with different channel usage.

SUMMARY

There is a need in the art for an improved system and methods for seamless

channel handover within a geo-fencing system. To facilitate the wireless communications

of mobile radio devices, systems and methods are disclosed that accomplish such seamless

channel handover within a geo-fencing system.

The systems and methods operate to efficiently determine when a mobile radio

device has crossed a geographic boundary defining a boundary for wireless channel usage.

The determination of crossing such a boundary permits the mobile radio device to perform

spectrum-related management tasks, such as ceasing wireless communications on a

channel that is authorized for use up to the boundary, and commencing wireless

communications on a channel available after crossing the boundary. The disclosed

systems and methods seamlessly transition from a first channel to a different second



channel when crossing a geographic channel boundary by using a hysteresis approach to

avoid thrashing. Mobile radio devices can utilize a combination of shared data, which

may be accessed via a database-driven central server, inherent geo-location capability of

the device, and local processing to accomplish these tasks.

The geo-fencing operating areas may be defined in terms of vector based polygons

that are provided to a mobile radio device from a server. The server may be part of a

cloud hosted spectrum management database. Each operating area has an associated

channel list. In exemplary embodiments, the channel list may be a list of available

channels that the device may use when inside the polygon operating area. For example,

the channel list may be a list of available television (TV) white space channels. In another

embodiment, the channel list may be the operating channel and/or identification data for

an access point (or base station) that provides wireless services within the polygon

operating area.

The server may provide the mobile radio device with the polygon data and channel

list data for the operating area in which the device is present, and for adjacent operating

areas each respectively defined by an associated polygon. Providing the mobile device

with adjacent polygon information increases efficiency and mitigates the effects of

intermittent connectivity between the mobile radio device and the server (or the inability

to access the server at certain times and places).

As the mobile radio device moves among various polygon operating areas, the

mobile radio device leaves given operational areas and enters other operational areas.

During the course of this movement, the mobile radio device makes determinations as to

which channel to employ based on the channel list information for a current operational

area within which the mobile radio device is located. When a geo-fencing boundary is

crossed, the mobile radio device makes changes with regard to its wireless

communications in accordance with the movement and channel use determinations for a

new operating area into which the mobile radio device has entered.

In exemplary embodiments, the mobile radio device changes channel usage when



the mobile radio device leaves an operational area where the corresponding currently used

channel is no longer available. These determinations may be separate for various

operational contexts. For example, when communicating with fixed base stations,

movement with respect to the polygon operating areas associated with the base stations

may be made as one logical process. If the same mobile radio device also communicates

with other devices using other channels (e.g., the mobile radio device communicating

directly with other mobile radio devices), the mobile radio device may track its location

with respect to polygon operating areas established for these communications and make

such channel use decisions as a separate logical process.

An aspect of the invention, therefore, is a mobile radio device. In exemplary

embodiments, the mobile radio device includes a network interface that receives polygon

operating area information for a plurality of polygon operating areas in which the mobile

radio device may engage in wireless communication, wherein each of the polygon

operating areas overlaps with at least one other of the polygon operating areas. The

mobile radio device further includes a device locator for determining a location of the

mobile radio device, and a controller that executes a channel selection application that is

stored in a memory. By execution of the channel selection application, the controller is

configured to process the polygon operating area information to: determine a first polygon

operating area in which the mobile radio device is located; select a first channel of

operation corresponding to a channel that is available for use within the first polygon

operating area; determine whether the mobile radio device has crossed a boundary of the

first polygon operating area and entered a second polygon operating area; and when it is

determined that the mobile radio device has crossed the boundary of the first polygon

operating area and entered the second polygon operating area, select a second channel of

operation corresponding to a channel that is available for use within the second polygon

operating area.

Another aspect of the invention is a wireless communications server. In exemplary

embodiments, the server includes a memory that stores a database of polygon operating

area information for a plurality of polygon operating areas in which a mobile radio device



may engage in wireless communication, wherein each of the polygon operating areas

overlaps with at least one other of the polygon operating areas. The server further

includes a communications interface that transmits the polygon operating area information

to the mobile radio device, which then may perform the channel selection operations.

Alternatively, the server may determine device location and perform the channel selection

operations, and the transmit the channel selections to the mobile radio device over the

communications interface.

Another aspect of the invention is a method of performing a channel handover in a

mobile radio device. In exemplary embodiments, the method includes the steps of:

receiving polygon operating area information for a plurality of polygon operating areas in

which the mobile radio device may engage in wireless communication, wherein each of

the polygon operating areas overlaps with at least one other of the polygon operating

areas; determining a location of the mobile radio device; determining a first polygon

operating area in which the mobile radio device is located; selecting a first channel of

operation corresponding to a channel that is available for use within the first polygon

operating area; determining whether the mobile radio device has crossed a boundary of

the first polygon operating area and entered a second polygon operating area; and when it

is determined that the mobile radio device has crossed a boundary of the first polygon

operating area and entered a second polygon operating area, selecting a second channel of

operation corresponding to a channel that is available for use within the second polygon

operating area.

These and further features will be apparent with reference to the following

description and attached drawings. In the description and drawings, particular

embodiments of the invention have been disclosed in detail as being indicative of some of

the ways in which the principles of the invention may be employed, but it is understood

that the invention is not limited correspondingly in scope. Rather, the invention includes

all changes, modifications and equivalents coming within the scope of the claims

appended hereto.

Features that are described and/or illustrated with respect to one embodiment may



be used in the same way or in a similar way in one or more other embodiments and/or in

combination with or instead of the features of the other embodiments.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram depicting operating areas and associated channel

availability in an exemplary geo-fencing system.

FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram depicting an exemplary logical map of polygon

operating areas for a mobile radio device.

FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram depicting exemplary channel usage determinations

for overlapping operating areas.

FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram depicting an exemplary polygon operating area and

graphically showing an example of location vectors relative to boundary vectors for

determining that a boundary line has been crossed.

FIG. 5 is a flow chart diagram depicting an overview of an exemplary method of

channel section for a mobile radio device.

FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram depicting the exemplary logical map of FIG. 2 of

polygon operating areas for a mobile radio device, modified to depict channel selection for

the mobile radio device.

FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram depicting an exemplary polygon operating area

defined based on a grid.

FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram depicting an exemplary system for channel

handover selection for a mobile radio device.

FIG. 9 is a schematic block diagram depicting operation portions of a mobile radio

device for use in the system of FIG. 8.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

Embodiments will now be described with reference to the drawings, where



reference numerals are used to refer to like elements throughout. It will be understood that

the figures are not necessarily to scale.

It will be appreciated that aspects of the disclosed systems and methods are

independent of the type or types of radio devices that may use spectrum. As such, the

systems and methods may be applied in any operational context for wireless

communications, and wireless communications are expressly intended to encompass

unidirectional signal transmissions (e.g., broadcasting of a signal for receipt by a device

without response), and to encompass bidirectional communications where devices engage

in the exchange of signals. The methods and systems may be applied to licensed or

unlicensed spectrum. Furthermore, the methods and systems are generic to modulation

schemes, harmonic considerations, frequency bands or channels used by the radio devices,

the type of data or information that is transmitted, how the radio devices use received

information, and other similar communications considerations. Thus, the systems and

methods have application in any suitable communications environment.

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram depicting operating areas and associated channel

availability in an exemplary geo-fencing system 10. In the example of FIG. 1, channel

availability is defined as a function of location using polygons. In each polygon in the

illustrated example, the channels that are available for use by a mobile radio device are

indicated by the numbers 1 through 6. These channels may be, for example, unlicensed

channels, licensed channels, or TV white space channels for which registration is typically

required. The polygons may be of any number, shape, and orientation. In the example of

FIG. 1, a polygon operating area 12 is shaped as a pentagon. Within this polygon, channel

4 is available for use by the mobile radio device. The pentagon operating area 12 overlaps

with two triangular operating areas 14 and 16. In triangular operating area 14, channel 3 is

available and in triangular operating area 16, channel 5 is available. The area of overlap

between the pentagon operating area 12 associated with channel 4 and the triangular

operating area 14 associated with channel 3 defines another polygon operating area 18,

which is shaped as an irregular quadrilateral and in which both channels 3 and 4 are

available.



FIG. 1 depicts additional polygon operating areas 20 (triangular), 22 (rectangular),

and 24 (also rectangular) associated respectively with channels 1, 2, and 6. Similarly to

the above, where operating areas overlap, multiple channels are available. For example, in

the area overlapped by operating area 22 and 16, both channels 2 and 5 are available, and

so on as depicted in FIG. 1. As referenced above, it will be appreciated that the

configuration of the geo-fencing system 10 in FIG. 1 is an example, and the polygon

operating areas may be of any suitable number, shape, and orientation.

The operating areas, and their associated polygons, may be established based on

any appropriate policies, rules, geography, coverage of fixed radio devices, or the like.

For example, in an exemplary embodiment in which each polygon identifies an area in

which one or more TV white spaces are available for use, the rules that are applied to

identify the available channels are regulatory agency regulations (e.g., the Federal

Communications Commission or FCC in the U.S.) governing the use of TV white space

channels so as not to interfere with incumbent broadcasters and other priority users of

traditional TV channels.

One or more operating areas may be considered a logical map for the mobile radio

device. Each polygon in the logical map is tied to actual geography and may be defined

by an array of connected line segments. Mapping standards may be used to identify the

polygons. One exemplary standard is GIS (or geographic information system). In some

cases, the polygons in the logical map may be defined by a user. In other embodiments,

the polygons are defined based on coverage area of relevant radio devices. Coverage areas

may be determined using known information, such as sensed signal strengths, and/or using

calculated information such as predicted coverage using one or more radio frequency (RF)

propagation models.

FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram depicting an exemplary logical map 30 of operating

areas for a mobile radio device. In the example of FIG. 2, the operating areas are defined

by coverage areas for base stations that offer wireless communication to a corresponding

operating area. FIG. 2 depicts three operating areas 32, 34, and 36, respectively

corresponding to wireless communication coverage areas of base stations BS1, BS2, and



BS3.

It will be appreciated, that the logical map of FIG. 2 may be applicable to any

suitable application of wireless communication by a mobile radio device. For purposes of

illustration, an example is described with respect to FIG. 2 in which the logical map 30 is

associated with wireless communication on a relatively large farm generally shaped as a

rectangle. Within the farm, the three base stations BSl, BS2 and BS3 have been deployed

to permit wireless communication with a mobile radio device that moves around the farm.

Each base station has a fixed location and provides a corresponding coverage area that

defines an operating area for the mobile radio device. Particularly, for each base station,

an operating area is defined using a corresponding polygon represented by the

quadrilaterals surrounding each base station depicted in FIG. 2. As referenced above, base

station BSl is associated with the polygon operating area 32 shown by a dashed line; base

station BS2 is associated with the polygon operating area 34 shown by a solid line; and

base station BS3 is associated with the polygon operating area 36 shown by a dashed-

dotted line. In the example of FIG. 2, each base station provides access for a corporate

network (not shown) to communicate with a mobile electronic radio device on board a

moving vehicle. In the context of this farm example, the moving vehicle may be a tractor,

a combine harvester, or like device configured to move around the farm based on wireless

communication. The mobile electronic radio device also may communicate with other

systems (e.g., the Internet) via the base stations. A representative path 38 of the moving

vehicle is shown with the thickened solid line. Following the vehicle path, it is seen that

the vehicle enters and exits the various polygon operating areas. The channel list

associated with each polygon operating area contains the operational channel and/or the

base station identification information for the respective base station.

In exemplary embodiments, each apex of each polygon operating area is defined

by a geographic coordinate value. For example, using hypothetical representative

coordinates the three polygon operating areas 32, 34, and 36, corresponding to the base

stations BSl, BS2, and BS3 in FIG. 2, may be expressed in the following format:



Polygon for BS1

{{-81.123968,26.427900},

{-81.1 13632,26.427902},

{-81.10531 1,26.459926},

{-81.125438,26.459269}};

Polygon for BS2

{{-81.1 14547,26.42823},

{-81.087658,26.429295},

{-81.093876,26.45968},

{-81.106866,26.459516}};

Polygon for BS3

{{-81.089121,26.429213},

{-81.076316,26.42921 1},

{-81.07686,26.460498},

{-81.094973,26.459926}}.

As the mobile radio device moves, for example as moved by the moving vehicle in

this example moving around the path 38, at times the mobile radio device leaves a current

given polygon operating area and enters another polygon operating area. During such

movement, the moving vehicle, and therefore the mobile radio device, crosses boundaries

between polygon operating areas numerous times, as seen for example by following the

path 38 in FIG. 2. As described in more detail below, during the course of this movement,

the mobile radio device makes determinations as to which channel to employ based on the

channel list information for the appropriate operating area in which the mobile radio

device is present. If appropriate, the mobile radio device makes corresponding changes

with regard to its wireless communications in accordance with the movement and channel

use determinations for a new operating area into which the mobile radio device has

entered.

In exemplary embodiments, the mobile radio device makes a change in channel

use when the mobile radio device leaves a current operating area where the associated



currently used channel is no longer available. These determinations may be separate for

various operational contexts. For example, when communicating with base stations as

depicted in FIG. 2, movement with respect to the polygon operating areas associated with

the base stations may be made as one logical process. If the same mobile radio device also

communicates with other devices using other channels (e.g., the mobile radio device

communicates directly with other mobile radio devices, such as a tractor communicating

with a loader, truck, harvester, combine, etc. using TV white spaces), the mobile radio

device may track its location with respect to polygon operating areas established for these

communications (e.g., polygons established for white space channel availability, which are

likely different from the polygons established for fixed location access points or base

stations) and make such channel use decisions as a separate logical process.

As seen in both the representative examples of FIGs. 1 and 2, adjacent polygon

operating areas typically have some overlap in which channels for both of the adjacent

operating areas are available. Considering the presence of an overlapping configuration of

operating areas, FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram depicting exemplary channel usage

determinations for two overlapping operating areas 40 and 42.

For example, as depicted in FIG. 3, channel 1 is available for use in a triangular

polygon operating area 40, and channel 2 is available for use in an adjacent and

overlapping rectangular polygon operating area 42. A third polygon operating area 44 (in

this case another triangular operating area) is defined by the overlap of the polygon

operating area 40 for channel 1 and the polygon operating area 42 for channel 2. In this

third polygon operating area 44 defined by such overlap, both channels 1 and 2 are

available.

A hysteresis algorithm may be employed to control the precise transitioning of

channels when the mobile radio device crosses the polygon operating area boundaries.

This prevents the mobile radio device from thrashing between channels (i.e., constantly

switching between available channels) in the area of overlap. In exemplary embodiments,

the selected channel changes only when leaving the polygon operating area associated

with the channel that is currently in use. This applies for the operational scenario in



selecting a channel from plural potential available channels (e.g., selecting from available

white space channels), or for the operational scenario in determining which of plural base

stations or access points with which to communicate.

Such a hysteresis algorithm for channel section may be illustrated with reference to

the example depicted in FIG. 3. In the example of FIG. 3, reference numeral 46 represents

an exemplary travel path of a mobile radio device. As explained in detail as follows, path

portions 46a, as represented by the dashed-dotted lines, denote the portions of the path in

which the mobile radio device uses channel 1, and path portions 46b, as represented by the

simple dashed line, denote the portions of the path in which the mobile radio device uses

channel 2. The mobile radio device starts in the triangular operating area 40 for channel 1

and communicates using channel 1. Then, the mobile radio device moves into the

overlapping polygon operating area 44 in which both channels 1 and 2 are available.

Because channel 1 is in use and the mobile radio device is still in the original polygon

operating area 40, the mobile radio device does not make a change in channel use (the

path line remains dash-dotted). Next, the mobile radio device departs both the original

polygon operating area 40 associated with channel 1, and the overlapping polygon

operating area 44 associated with both channels 1 and 2. The mobile radio device now

enters the polygon operating area 42 associated with only channel 2. At this point, the

mobile radio device changes from using channel 1 to using channel 2 (the path line is now

the simple dashed line).

Next, the mobile radio device moves back into the overlapping polygon operating

area 44 in which both channels 1 and 2 are available. Because channel 2 is in use and the

mobile radio device is still in the polygon operating area 42 for channel 2, the mobile

radio device does not make a change in channel use (the path line remains dashed). Next,

the mobile radio device departs both the polygon operating area 42 associated with

channel 2, and the overlapping polygon operating area 44 associated with both channels 1

and 2. The mobile radio device now re-enters the polygon operating area 40 associated

with only channel 1. At this point, the mobile radio device changes from using channel 2

to using channel 1 (the path line becomes dash-dotted again).



The described algorithm constitutes a hysteresis algorithm in that the channel

selection is determined via a "make before break" handover. The channel selection

depends on the previous path of the mobile radio device. On such basis, as described

above for example in FIG. 3, whether or not the mobile radio device uses channel 1 or 2 in

the overlapping polygon operating area 44 depends upon the travel history of the mobile

radio device.

In exemplary embodiments, the mobile radio device may use its location (e.g., as

determined using GPS) to assess its location relative to the various polygon operating

areas. In one exemplary approach, a sign change in the dot product of a location vector

and a boundary vector indicates that the boundary line has been crossed. Generally, a

location vector for a mobile radio device is defined by a vector from the device location to

any point on a polygon operating area's boundary line segment. A boundary vector is a

vector normal to the line segment defining the boundary of the polygon operating area.

In accordance with such mathematical approach, FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram

depicting an exemplary polygon operating area 50, and showing graphically an example of

location vectors relative to boundary vectors for determining that a boundary line has been

crossed. The polygon operating area 50 of this example is generally square shaped and

defined by boundary lines 1-4 that meet at vertices vl-v4. Two example device locations

52 and 54 are depicted. Location vectors 56 are defined as vectors from each device

location to a boundary of the polygon operating area. As seen in FIG. 4, location vectors

may be defined with respect to any of the boundary lines of the polygon operating area

relative to the device locations. In addition, boundary vectors 58 are defined as a vector

normal to the line segment defining the boundary of the of the polygon operating area. A

sign change in the dot product of a location vector and a boundary vector indicates that the

boundary line has been crossed. For a given mobile radio device, if a location vector is

designated " v and a boundary vector is designated " " , the dot product of the two vectors

may be expressed mathematically as follows:
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A change in the sign of the result of this dot product indicates that a boundary line has

been crossed. Such a calculation may be implemented using computer code stored on a

computer readable medium as part of a channel selection computer program application.

Referring back to FIG. 2, for example, Java code may be written for determining boundary

crossings relative to the depicted polygon operating areas. Exemplary handover code is

attached hereto as an appendix, which includes code for determining boundary crossings

and resultant channel selection with respect to the example polygon operating areas

depicted in FIG. 2.

In accordance with the above description, FIG. 5 is a flow chart diagram depicting

an overview of an exemplary method of channel handover selection for a mobile radio

device. Although the exemplary method is described as a specific order of executing

functional logic steps, the order of executing the steps may be changed relative to the

order described. Also, two or more steps described in succession may be executed

concurrently or with partial concurrence. It is understood that all such variations are

within the scope of the present invention.

The method may begin at step 100 at which a determination is made as to a first

polygon operating area in which the mobile radio device is currently located. The location

of the mobile radio device may be determined, for example, by a "point in polygon" or

"PIP" method. In such a method, each polygon is defined by line segments and is

associated with a channel list, as described above. The polygon location of the mobile

radio device is determined by projecting a ray from a location to the mid-point of a line

segment of the polygon. The number of times the ray punctures a polygon line segment is

used to determine if the current location is within the polygon, or outside of the polygon.

It will be appreciated, however, that methods other than PIP may be used to determine in



which first polygon operating area a device is located.

Once the polygon location of the mobile radio device is determined, at step 110 a

channel selection is made as to a first channel that is associated with the first polygon

operating area in which the mobile radio device is located. At step 120, the mobile radio

device is tuned to the first selected channel. In exemplary embodiments, the first polygon

operating area may be associated with only one channel, which would become the first

selected channel. Alternatively, the first polygon operating area may be associated with a

channel list, and the first channel may be selected from among the multiple channels in the

list by one of a variety of selection methods as are known in the art. For example, a

channel may be selected from an available channel list based on signal strength, current

usage and capacity, usage restrictions, and various other bases. The channel selection

further may include causing the mobile radio device to enter an idle state. This may be

appropriate, for example, if the mobile radio device is located outside of a designated

coverage area for mobile communications.

Referring again to FIG. 5, at step 130 the location of the mobile radio device is

monitored to detect whether a change in location occurs. As seen by the loop of step 130,

the monitoring may occur continuously (a "No" determination in step 130) until a change

in location has occurred (a "Yes" determination in step 130). Once a change in location is

detected, at step 140 a determination is made as to whether a boundary of the first polygon

operating area has been crossed. If a "No" determination is made in step 140, the location

of the mobile radio device will continue to be monitored pursuant to step 130.

If, however, a "Yes" determination is made at step 140, indicating a boundary of

the first polygon operating area has been crossed, the method proceeds to step 150. At

step 150 (similarly as to step 100), a determination is made as to a second new polygon

operating area in which the mobile radio device is now located after crossing the

boundary. At step 160 (similarly as to step 110), a second channel selection is made as to

a second channel that is associated with the second polygon operating area in which the

mobile radio device is now located after crossing the boundary. At step 170 (similarly to

step 120), the mobile radio device is tuned to the second selected channel. The second



channel again may be a designated channel or otherwise selected from an available

channel list, or be selected as idling the mobile radio device if the mobile radio device has

moved outside of a designated coverage area for mobile communications.

The method of FIG. 5 may be performed continuously as a mobile radio device

moves among various polygon operating areas for wireless communication. Channels are

therefore selected via a hysteresis algorithm in which a new channel selection is made

each time it is detected that the mobile radio device has crossed a boundary leaving a first

polygon operating area in which the mobile radio device currently is operating, and

commensurately entering a second polygon operating area that is associated with the new

channel selection to be made. The boundary crossing are determined by the dot product

calculations described above, which may be implemented by executing a program

including handover code comparable to the code in the attached appendix.

FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram depicting the exemplary logical map of FIG. 2 of

polygon operating areas for a mobile radio device, modified to depict channel selection

and handover for the mobile radio device in accordance with the hysteresis algorithm

described above. Accordingly, like portions of the logical map of FIG. 6 are denoted with

reference numerals comparably as in FIG. 2.

FIG. 6 depicts the described hysteresis channel allocation and handover technique

in the example from above, where a tractor moves about a farm having three base stations

BS1, BS2, and BS3, and three corresponding polygon operating areas 32, 34, and 36. An

arbitrary starting point A is indicated on FIG. 6 along with an arrow indicating the initial

direction of travel. A resulting channel allocation for the mobile radio device transported

by the tractor will be as follows.

The line indication of the path of the mobile radio device changes among the line

indications in coordination with the line indications for the polygon operating areas

associated with the corresponding base station (i.e., the path portion for a BS1 channel

associated with the polygon operating area 32 has a dashed line indication; the path

portion for a BS2 channel associated with the polygon operating area 34 has a solid line



indication; and a path portion for a BS3 channel associated with the polygon operating

area 36 has a dashed-dotted line indication). The path appears as a simple dotted line for

portions of the path of travel in which the mobile radio device is outside of all of the

polygon operating areas for which coverage wireless communication is provided.

The travel and corresponding channel selection and handover is as follows, with

several illustrative points of interest being designated. The mobile radio device starts at

point A within the polygon operating area 32, and is tuned to a channel associated with the

polygon operating area 32. As illustrative of this channel selection, the line designation of

the path from point A now matches the line designation defining polygon operating area

32 (dashed line). At point B, the mobile radio device leaves the coverage area for all three

base stations, and thus the device may be idled until reentering the polygon operating area

32 (dotted line).

The mobile device then travels through points C and D. It is noted that between

points C and D, the mobile radio device is in an overlapping coverage area of polygon

operating areas 32 and 34. At crossing point C, the mobile radio device remains within

polygon operating area 32 and enters polygon operating area 34. According to the

hysteresis model described above, the channel does not change when the mobile radio

device crosses point C because the mobile radio device remains within the polygon

operating area 32 of the currently selected channel. Rather, a new channel selection is

made when the mobile radio device crosses point D, when the mobile radio device crosses

the boundary of and exits polygon operating area 32. Upon crossing point D, a new

channel selection is made of a channel that is associated with the polygon operating area

34. As illustrative of this channel handover, the line designation of the path from point D

now matches the line designation defining polygon operating area 34 (solid line).

The travel path continues between polygon operating areas 32 and 34 (including

travel portions outside all of the defined polygon operating areas) until the mobile radio

device reaches point E. At point E, the mobile radio device crosses into polygon operating

area 36, and a channel is selected that is associated with polygon operating area 36. As

illustrative of this channel handover, the line designation of the path from point E now



matches the line designation defining polygon operating area 36 (dashed-dotted line).

The mobile radio device then proceeds to cross points F and G. Similarly to the

above, it is noted that between points F and G, the mobile radio device is in an

overlapping coverage area of polygon operating areas 36 and 34. At crossing point F, the

mobile radio device remains within polygon operating area 36 and enters polygon

operating area 34. According to the hysteresis model described above, the channel does

not change when the mobile radio device crosses point F because the mobile radio device

remains within the polygon operating area 36 of the currently selected channel. Rather, a

new channel selection is made when the mobile radio device crosses point G, when the

mobile radio device crosses the boundary of and exits polygon operating area 36. Upon

crossing point G, a new channel selection is made of a channel that is associated with the

polygon operating area 34. As illustrative of this channel handover, the line designation of

the path from point G now matches the line designation defining polygon operating area

34 (solid line).

Between travel points G and H, the mobile radio device loops among the various

polygon operating areas 32, 34, and 36. Generally, according to the hysteresis algorithm

employed to control the transitioning and handover of channels when the mobile radio

device crosses the polygon operating area boundaries, the selected channel changes only

when leaving the polygon operating area associated with the channel that is currently in

use. As referenced above, this prevents the mobile radio device from thrashing between

channels in the area of overlap of two polygon operating areas.

As further illustrative of the hysteresis algorithm, travel points I and J essentially

represent the opposite of what occurred at travel points C and D. It is noted that between

points I and J, the mobile radio device again is in an overlapping coverage area of polygon

operating areas 34 and 32. At crossing point I, the mobile radio device remains within

polygon operating area 34 and enters polygon operating area 32. According to the

hysteresis model described above, the channel does not change when the mobile radio

device crosses point I because the mobile radio device remains within the polygon

operating area 34 of the currently selected channel. Rather, a new channel selection is



made when the mobile radio device crosses point J, when the mobile radio device crosses

the boundary of and exits polygon operating area 34. Upon crossing point J, a new

channel selection is made of a channel that is associated with the polygon operating area

32. As illustrative of this channel handover, the line designation of the path from point J

now matches the line designation defining polygon operating area 32 (dashed line).

A similar hysteresis model or algorithm may be applied to various applications in

which a mobile radio device moves in and out of wireless communication coverage areas

associated with different available channels. For example, in another exemplary

embodiment a train may offer Internet access to passengers using a TV white space radio.

The available TV white space channels may change as the train travels, but the path of the

train is likely to be known in advance of travel. The train may seek available channel

information from a server for the planned path of travel. The server may return

information (e.g., polygon operating area information and associated channel lists) for a

series of polygon operating areas along the planned route. Using this information, the

mobile radio device may make channel handover selections as the train moves among the

polygon operating areas. In other situations where the planned path of travel may not be

known, a server may supply information (e.g., polygon operating area information and

associated channel lists) for a polygon operating area in which the device is located and

for adjacent polygon operating areas. If the mobile radio device moves into one of the

adjacent areas, the server may update the information for any newly adjacent polygon

operating areas.

In exemplary embodiments, the boundaries of each polygon operating area are

determined using a grid of locations, such as points located at the intersection of vertical

and horizontal lines spaced apart by a known distance. An exemplary distance may be 50

meters, although any suitable grid distance may be employed. FIG. 7 is a schematic

diagram depicting an exemplary polygon operating area 60 defined based on a grid 62. In

other exemplary embodiments, offset rows of location may be used, or some other

arrangement of locations may be used.

An assessment of channel availability may be made at each location of intersecting



lines that denote grid locations. For each available channel within the grid of locations, at

least one polygon operating area is drawn. Each polygon operating area subscribes

locations in which the channel is available. Multiple locations are in the same polygon if

the locations have the same channel available and are adjacent another location having the

same available channel. For instance, in FIG 7, a triangular polygon operating area 60 is

shown that subscribes a plurality of locations 64 within the grid 62. Each location 64

within the triangular operating area 60 has the same channel availability and are vertically

and/or horizontally adjacent to other locations where the channel is available. Locations

immediately outside the triangular operating area 60 have different channel availability.

Under the described hysteresis algorithm, channel handover is performed upon crossing a

polygon boundary. Accordingly, locations on the polygon line itself are treated for

channel availability as being part of the polygon. It is possible that locations not adjacent

locations in the triangle will have the same channel available as the location in the

triangle, but since those locations do not neighbor the locations within the triangle in a

contiguous manner, those locations will be subscribed by one or more different polygon

operating areas.

In other exemplary embodiments, a polygon operating area is established

specifically for a given mobile radio device. This polygon operating area may be a

polygon surrounding the mobile radio device, which moves with the mobile radio device

and may have any appropriate shape. For each location in the polygon, a list of available

channels is determined for each location on the grid that defines the polygon operating

area. Then, the channels that are available at each location in the polygon are identified.

The identified channels are used to populate the channel list passed to the mobile radio

within the define polygon operating area. Neighboring polygons and available channel

lists may be established and also transmitted to the mobile radio device. This approach

allows more freedom of travel for the mobile radio device without having to request a new

channel map every time the location of the device changes more than a predetermined

amount (e.g., 50 meters).

The disclosed embodiments involve geo-fenced channel usage, using polygon-



based channel maps. The described techniques allow a mobile radio device to determine

when it leaves the defined polygon operating area, which is associated with one or more

channels. As a result, the device does not need to continuously query for a channel map as

a function of each location. Additionally, the described embodiments allow for seamless

channel handover transitions while moving, and reduces or eliminates thrashing in

overlapping coverage areas. This is accomplished, in part, by defining overlapping

polygon operating areas and using a hysteresis algorithm in which departure from a

polygon operating area is used to trigger a change in channel usage. Additionally, a

channel map identifying one or more channels may be provided to the device where the

channel map is valid for an entire area. A server, other electronic device, or user may

specify the area delineation of each polygon operating area. Alternatively, the polygon

operating areas may be ascertained based existing channel use.

Considering such advantages, the described invention specifically operates

differently as compared to conventional cellular type systems. In conventional cellular

systems, channel handoff generally is based on various signal parameters, such as, for

example, congestion or signal strength, because conventional cellular systems operate

based on interference probability of a given user device relative to other spectrum users. In

the described invention, in contrast, the polygon operating area boundaries are precisely

defined, and thus the channel handover is not related to parameters employed in

conventional systems. The described hysteresis algorithms, therefore, provide a distinctive

manner of channel handover as compared to conventional cellular systems.

FIG. 8 is a schematic view of an exemplary system for channel selection for a

mobile radio device. FIG. 8 illustrates a schematic block diagram of a computer-based

system 70 capable of executing computer applications (e.g., software programs). The

system 70 may include a network server 72 that is implemented using computer

technology. The network server 72 may be configured to execute a channel selection

function 74 and to store a database 76 that contains data regarding polygon operating area

information that may be utilized by the channel selection function 74. The database 76

may store such information as information defining the boundaries of polygon operating



areas, and channel lists associated with the various defined polygon operating areas. The

channel selection function 74 may be executed to provide polygon operating area

information from the database 76 to mobile radio devices.

The network server 72 may be capable of communicating with various video and

input/output (I O) interfaces 84 as well as one or more communications interfaces 86. The

interfaces 84 may be used to operatively couple the computer system 70 to various

peripherals, such as a display 88, a keyboard 90, a mouse 92, other input devices and

peripherals. The interfaces 84 may be employed for entering the polygon operating area

information that would be stored within the database 76, and may be devices that

communicate remotely over a network. The communications interfaces 86 may include

for example, a modem and/or a network interface card. The communications interfaces 26

may enable the system 70 to send and receive data signals and the like to and from other

computing devices via an external network 94 (e.g., the Internet, a wide area network

(WAN), a local area network (LAN), direct data link, or similar systems). The interface

between the network server 72 and any operatively interfaced device or network may be

wired or wireless.

A memory 80 may store an operating system 8 1 that is executed by the processor

78 to control the allocation and usage of resources in the server 72, as well as provide

basic user interface features. Specifically, the operating system 8 1 controls the allocation

and usage of the memory 80, the processing time of the processor 78 dedicated to various

applications being executed by the processor 78, and the peripheral devices, as well as

performing other functionality. In this manner, the operating system 8 1 serves as the

foundation on which applications, such as the channel selection function 74, depend as is

generally known by those with ordinary skill in the art.

In one embodiment, the network server 72 may be configured to execute the

channel selection function 74 to host the above-described channel selection operations for

mobile radio devices. In the illustrated example, the network server 72 may be configured

to operate over the network 94 in conjunction with a plurality of wireless communication

providers 96a through 96n. The wireless communication providers, for example, may be



TV white space stations, or may correspond to the base stations such as those of FIGs. 2

and 6. For each provider or base station, polygon operating area information, including

polygon operating area boundaries and associated channel lists, may be acquired via the

interface 84 and/or communications interface 86, and stored in the database 76 of the

server 72.

The memory 80 may store data, logic routine instructions, computer programs,

files, operating system instructions, and the like. The memory 80 may comprise several

devices, including volatile and non-volatile memory components. Accordingly, the

memory 80 may include, for example, random access memory (RAM) for acting as

system memory, read-only memory (ROM), hard disks, floppy disks, optical disks (e.g.,

CDs and DVDs), tapes, flash devices and/or other memory components, plus associated

drives, players and/or readers for the memory devices. The processor 78 and the

components of the memory 80 may be coupled using a local interface 82. The local

interface 82 may be, for example, a data bus with accompanying control bus, a network, or

other subsystem.

In addition, the server 72 may be in communication with a plurality of mobile

radio devices 98a-98n. The server 72 may acquire mobile radio device information,

including location information in the manner described above (for example by PIP

processing). Based on the mobile radio device information and the polygon operating area

information stored in the database 76, the server may operate to provide polygon operating

area information to a given mobile radio device. For example, the processor 78 may

execute the channel selection function 74 to push polygon operating area information and

associated channel list information to a mobile radio device, as the mobile radio devices

move among the polygon operating area.

FIG. 9 is a schematic block diagram depicting operational portions of a mobile

radio device for use in the system of FIG. 8. The mobile radio device 98 also has a

computer based architecture. The mobile radio device 98 that may include a controller 200

with one or more processing devices 202 that executes a channel selection application 206

stored on a non-transitory computer readable medium, such as a memory 204. In



exemplary embodiments, the channel selection application 206 is embodied as one or

more computer programs (e.g., one or more software applications including compilations

of executable code). The computer program(s) may be stored on the memory 204, which

may be any type of computer readable medium, such as a magnetic, optical or electronic

storage device (e.g., hard disk, optical disk, flash memory, etc.).

The mobile radio device 98 may include a network interface for establishing a

communication with the server 72 via the network 94. The mobile radio device 98 may

include a user input interface 210 that permits a user to enter a variety of text, data,

control, and other inputs. The user input interface may include one or more input devices,

examples of which may include a keyboard, keypad, soft keys, mouse, pointer, stylus, and

similar input instruments, and combinations thereof. The mobile radio device may

include an I/O interface 212 that permits connection to a variety of conventional I/O

devices. The mobile radio device also may have a location detector 214 for determining

the location of the mobile radio device. The location detector 214 may be a GPS device or

other location detection device as are known in the art.

Referring to FIGs. 8 and 9, the controller 200 with processing device 202 is used to

execute instructions that carry out a specified logic routine(s) that constitute the channel

selection application 206. For example, the mobile radio device 98 may be in

communication with the server 72. The mobile radio device may transmit location

information to the server, and/or the server may detect the location of the mobile radio

device, via GPS information or the like. The server may execute the channel selection

function 74 to identify polygon area information and associated channel list information

based on the location of the mobile radio device. Such information may be transmitted to

the mobile radio device over the network 94. Based on this received information, the

mobile radio device may then execute the channel selection application 206 to determine

when a channel handover or transition is to occur. For example, executing the channel

selection application 206 may result in performing the dot product calculation referenced

above to determine whether the mobile radio device has crossed a polygon operating area

boundary.



In exemplary embodiments, therefore, the server stores polygon operating area

information and related channel list information. Such information is then transmitted to

the mobile radio device. The channel selection and handover determinations are then made

locally in the mobile radio device. Such a configuration has proven efficient, although

alternatively the server can perform the channel selection and handover determinations

and transmit a channel selection to the mobile radio device.

In accordance with the above, the network interface 208 of the mobile radio device

98 receives polygon operating area information for a plurality of polygon operating areas

in which the mobile radio device may engage in wireless communication, wherein each of

the polygon operating areas overlaps with at least one other of the polygon operating-

areas. The device locator 214 determines a location of the mobile radio device, and the

controller 200 executes the channel selection application 206 that is stored in a memory

204. By execution of the channel selection application, the controller is configured to

process the polygon operating area information to: determine a first polygon operating

area in which the mobile radio device is located; select a first channel of operation

corresponding to a channel that is available for use within the first polygon operating area;

determine whether the mobile radio device has crossed a boundary of the first polygon

operating area and entered a second polygon operating area; and when it is determined that

the mobile radio device has crossed the boundary of the first polygon operating area and

entered the second polygon operating area, select a second channel of operation area.

On the server 72 side, the server memory 80 stores the database 76 of polygon

operating area information for a plurality of polygon operating areas in which the mobile

radio device may engage in wireless communication, wherein each of the polygon

operating areas overlaps with at least one other of the polygon operating areas. The

server, via the communications interface 86, transmits the polygon operating area

information to the mobile radio device, which then may perform the channel selection

operations as described above. Alternatively, the server may determine device location

and perform the channel selection operations, and then transmit the channel selections to

the mobile radio device over the communications interface. As referenced above,



however, it has proven more efficient to perform the boundary crossing calculations and

resultant channel selections by the controller of the mobile radio device.

In accordance with the above, an aspect of the invention is a mobile radio device.

In exemplary embodiments, the mobile radio device includes a network interface that

receives polygon operating area information for a plurality of polygon operating areas in

which the mobile radio device may engage in wireless communication, wherein each of

the polygon operating areas overlaps with at least one other of the polygon operating

areas. A device locator determines a location of the mobile radio device. A controller

executes a channel selection application that is stored in a memory and, by execution of

the channel selection application, the controller is configured to process the polygon

operating area information to: determine a first polygon operating area in which the

mobile radio device is located; select a first channel of operation corresponding to a

channel that is available for use within the first polygon operating area; determine whether

the mobile radio device has crossed a boundary of the first polygon operating area and

entered a second polygon operating area; and when it is determined that the mobile radio

device has crossed the boundary of the first polygon operating area and entered the

second polygon operating area, select a second channel of operation corresponding to a

channel that is available for use within the second polygon operating area.

In an exemplary embodiment of the mobile radio device, the polygon operating

area information comprises, for each of the polygon operating areas, polygon boundary

information and channel list information of channels that are available for wireless

communication within a respective polygon operating area.

In an exemplary embodiment of the mobile radio device, the controller executes

the channel selection application to determine: a location vector from the device location

to a point on a boundary line segment of the first polygon operating area; and a boundary

vector that is a vector normal to the boundary line segment; wherein it is determined

whether the mobile radio device has crossed the boundary of the first polygon operating

area based on a dot product of the location vector and the boundary vector.



In an exemplary embodiment of the mobile radio device, it is determined that the

mobile radio device has crossed the boundary of the first polygon operating area when

there is a sign change in the dot product of the location vector and the boundary vector.

In an exemplary embodiment of the mobile radio device, the controller executes

the channel selection application to determine whether the mobile radio device has moved

outside of the plurality of polygon operating areas, and if so, the controller causes the

mobile radio device to idle.

In an exemplary embodiment of the mobile radio device, the controller executes

the channel selection application to determine whether the mobile radio device has entered

one of the plurality of polygon operating areas, and if so, the controller selects a channel

of operation corresponding to a channel that is available for use within the entered

polygon operating area.

Another aspect of the invention is a wireless communications server. In exemplary

embodiments, the wireless communications server includes a memory that stores a

database of polygon operating area information for a plurality of polygon operating areas

in which a mobile radio device may engage in wireless communication, wherein each of

the polygon operating areas overlaps with at least one other of the polygon operating

areas. A communications interface transmits the polygon operating area information to

the mobile radio device, wherein a channel handover selection is made for the mobile

radio device based on the polygon operating area information.

In an exemplary embodiment of the wireless communications server, the wireless

communications server further includes an input interface that is configured to receive an

input of the polygon operating area information.

In an exemplary embodiment of the wireless communications server, the polygon

operating area information comprises, for each of the polygon operating areas, polygon

boundary information and channel list information of channels that are available for

wireless communication within a respective polygon operating area.



In an exemplary embodiment of the wireless communications server, the

communications interface includes a device locator for determining a location of the

mobile radio device, and the wireless communications server further includes a processor

that executes a channel selection function that is stored in a memory and, by execution of

the channel selection function, the processor is configured to process the polygon

operating area information to: determine a first polygon operating area in which the

mobile radio device is located; select a first channel of operation corresponding to a

channel that is available for use within the first polygon operating area; determine whether

the mobile radio device has crossed a boundary of the first polygon operating area and

entered a second polygon operating area; and when it is determined that the mobile radio

device has crossed the boundary of the first polygon operating area and entered a second

polygon operating area, select a second channel of operation corresponding to a channel

that is available for use within the second polygon operating area; wherein the selections

of the first channel and the second channel are transmitted to the mobile radio device.

In an exemplary embodiment of the wireless communications server, the processor

executes the channel selection function to determine: a location vector from the device

location to a point on a boundary line segment of the first polygon operating area; and

a boundary vector that is a vector normal to the boundary line segment; wherein it is

determined whether the mobile radio device has crossed the boundary of the first polygon

operating area based on a dot product of the location vector and the boundary vector.

In an exemplary embodiment of the wireless communications server, it is

determined that the mobile radio device has crossed the boundary of the first polygon

operating area when there is a sign change in the dot product of the location vector and the

boundary vector.

Another aspect of the invention is a method of performing a channel handover

selection in a mobile radio device. In exemplary embodiments, the method of performing

a channel handover selection includes the steps of: receiving polygon operating area

information for a plurality of polygon operating areas in which the mobile radio device



may engage in wireless communication, wherein each of the polygon operating areas

overlaps with at least one other of the polygon operating areas; determining a location of

the mobile radio device; determining a first polygon operating area in which the mobile

radio device is located; selecting a first channel of operation corresponding to a channel

that is available for use within the first polygon operating area; determining whether the

mobile radio device has crossed a boundary of the first polygon operating area and

entered a second polygon operating area; and when it is determined that the mobile radio

device has crossed the boundary of the first polygon operating area and entered a second

polygon operating area, selecting a second channel of operation corresponding to a

channel that is available for use within the second polygon operating area.

In an exemplary embodiment of the method of performing a channel handover

selection, the polygon operating area information comprises, for each of the polygon

operating areas, polygon boundary information and channel list information of channels

that are available for wireless communication within a respective polygon operating area.

In an exemplary embodiment of the method of performing a channel handover

selection, the method further includes: determining a location vector from the device

location to a point on a boundary line segment of the first polygon operating area;

determining a boundary vector that is a vector normal to the boundary line segment; and

determining whether the mobile radio device has crossed the boundary of the first

polygon operating area based on a dot product of the location vector and the boundary

vector.

In an exemplary embodiment of the method of performing a channel handover

selection, the method further includes determining whether the mobile radio device has

moved outside of the plurality of polygon operating areas, and if so, the idling the mobile

radio device.

In an exemplary embodiment of the method of performing a channel handover

selection, the method further includes determining whether the mobile radio device has

entered one of the plurality of polygon operating areas, and if so, selecting a channel of



operation corresponding to a channel that is available for use within the entered polygon

operating area.

In an exemplary embodiment of the method of performing a channel handover

selection, the method further includes storing the polygon operating area information on a

server.

In an exemplary embodiment of the method of performing a channel handover

selection, the polygon operating area information is received by the mobile radio device

from the server over a network interface, and the mobile radio device performs the

determining and channel selecting steps based on the polygon operating area information

received from the server.

In an exemplary embodiment of the method of performing a channel handover

selection, the server performs the determining and channel selecting steps based on the

stored polygon operating area information, and the server transmits the channel selections

to the mobile radio device over a network interface.

Although certain embodiments have been shown and described, it is understood

that equivalents and modifications falling within the scope of the appended claims will

occur to others who are skilled in the art upon the reading and understanding of this

specification.



APPENDIX-CHANNEL HANDOVER CODE

import java.util.*;
import java .lang .*;
import java.io.*;

public class handoff {
public static void main (String [ ] args) {

doublet] [ ] polygonl = new doublet] []{

{-81.123968,26.427900},
{-81.113632,26.427902},
{-81.105311,26.459926},
{-81. 125438, 26 .459269} };

doublet] [ ] polygon2 = new doublet] []{

{-81.114547,26.42823},
{-81.087658,26.429295},
{-81.093876,26.45968},
{-81. 106866, 26. 59516}};

double[] [ ] polygon3 = new doublet] []{

{-81. 089121, 26. 429213} ,
{-81.076316,26.429211},
{-81.07686,26.460498},
{-81.094973,26.459926}};

int polygonlPoints = polygonl .length;
int polygon2Points = polygon2 .length;
int polygon3Points = polygon3 .length;

System. out .println ("polygonl verticies
polygonlPoints) ;

System. out .println ("polygon2 verticies
polygon2Points) ;

System. out .println ("polygon3 verticies
polygon3Points );

double ] polygonlx new double [polygonlPoints] ;
double ] polygonly new double [polygonlPoints] ;
double ] polygon2x new double [polygon2Points] ;
double ] polygon2y new double [polygon2Points] ;
double ] polygon3x new double [polygon3Points] ;
double ] polygon3y new double [polygon3Points ];

//create x and y arrays
for (int j=0; j < polygonlPoints; j++) {

polygonlx[j] = polygonl [j ] [0] ;
polygonly [ ] = polygonl [ ][1];

}

for (int j=0; j < polygon2Points ; {



polygon2x[j] = polygon2 [j] [0] ;
polygon2y[j] = polygon2 [j][1];

}

for (int j=0; j < polygon3Points ; j++) {
polygon3x[j] = polygon3 [ ] [0] ;
polygon3y[j] = polygon3 [ ] [1 ] ;

}

doublet] [ ] bs = new double [ ] [ ] {
{-81.116195,26.44764},
{-81.100462,26.439943},
{-81.084638,26.448132}};

int numBaseStations = bs. length;
System. out .prxntln ("Number of base stations = " +

numBaseStations) ;

double [ ] [ ] polygonlnormal = new double [polygonlPoints ][4]
double [ ] [ ] polygon2normal = new double [polygon2Points ][ ]
double [ ] [ ] polygon3normal = new double [polygon3Points ][4]

//lines normal to polygon line segments

for (int n=0; n< polygonlPoints; n++) {
if (n == (polygonlPoints - 1)){

polygonlnormal [n] [0] = - (polygonl [0] [1] -
polygonl[n] [1] );//-(yl-y0)

polygonlnormal [n] [l] = (polygonl [0] [0] -
polygonl [n] [0] ) ; // (xl-xO)

polygonlnormal [n] [2] = (polygonl [0] [1] -
polygonl [n] [1] ) ; // (yl-yO)

polygonlnormal [n [3] = - (polygonl [0] [0] -
polygonl [n] [0] );//- (xl-xO)

}
else {

polygonlnormal [n] [0] = -
polygonl [n] [1] ) //- (yl--y0)

polygonlnormal [n] [1] =
polygonl [n] [0] ) II (xl--xO)

polygonlnormal [n] [2] =
polygonl [n] [1] ) II (yl--y0)

polygonlnormal [n] [3] = - (polygonl [n+1] [0]

polygonl [n] [0] ) II- (xl--xO)

}

for (int n=0; n< polygon2Points; n++) {
if (n == (polygon2Points - 1)){

polygon2normal [n [0] = - (polygon2 [0] [1]
polygon2 [n] [1] );//-(yl-yO)

polygon2normal [n] [l] = (polygon2 [0] [0]
polygon2[n] [0] );// (xl-xO)

polygon2normal [n] [2] = (polygon2 [0] [1]



polygon2 [n] [1] );// (yl-yO)

polygon2normal [n] [3] = - (polygon2 [0] [0] -
polygon2[n] [0] );//-(xl-xO)

}
else{

polygon2normal [n] [0] = - (polygon2 [n+1 ][1] -
polygon2[n] [1] );//- (yl-yO)

polygon2normal [n] [l] = (polygon2 [n+1] [0] -
polygon2 [n] [0] );// (xl-xO)

polygon2normal [n] [2] = (polygon2 [n+1] [1] -
polygon2[n] [1] );// (yl-yO)

polygon2normal [n] [3] = - (polygon2 [n+1] [0] -
polygon2 [n] [0] ) //- (xl-xO)

}
}

for (int n=0; n< polygon3Points; n++) {
if (n == (polygon3Points - 1)){

polygon3normal [n] [0] = - (polygon3 [0] [1] -
polygon3[n] [1] );//-(yl-yO)

polygon3normal [n] [1] = (polygon3 [0] [0] -
polygon3 [n] [0] );// (xl-xO)

polygon3normal [n] [2] = (polygon3 [0] [1] -
polygon3[n] [1] );// (yl-yO)

polygon3normal [n] [3] = - (polygon3 [0] [0] -
polygon3 [n] [0] ) //- (xl-xO)

}
else {

polygon3normal [n] [0] = - (polygon3 [n+1 ][1] -
polygon3[n] [1] );//-(yl-yO)

polygon3normal [n] [l] = (polygon3 [n+1] [0] -
polygon3 [n] [0] ) // (xl-xO)

polygon3normal [n] [2] = (polygon3 [n+1] [1] -
polygon3[n] [1] );// (yl-yO)

polygon3normal [n] [3] = - (polygon3 [n+1] [0] -
polygon3 [n] [0] );//- (xl-xO)

}
}

double [ ] [ ] polygonlvector = new double [polygonlPoints ] [2]

double [ ] [ ] polygon2vector = new double [polygon2Points ] [2]

double [ ] [ ] polygon3vector = new double [polygon3Points ] [2]

//calculate vector defining each polygon line segment

for (int n=0; n< polygonlPoints; n++) {
polygonlvector [n] [0]= polygonlnormal [n] [2]-

polygonlnormal [n] [0];//xl-xO
polygonlvector [n] [ ]= polygonlnormal [n] [3]-

polygonlnormal [n] [1];//yl-yO
}

for (int n=0; n< polygon2Points ; n++) {



polygon2vector [n ] [0]= polygon2norma l [n ] [2] -
polygon2normal [n] [0] ; //xl -xO

polygon2vector [n ] [1]= polygon2normal [n ] [3] -
polygon2norma l [n] [1] ; //yl -yO

}

for (int n=0 ; n< polygon3Points n++ ) {
polygon3vector [n ] [0]= polygon3normal [n ] [2] -

polygon3norma l [n] [0] ; / /xl -xO
polygon3vector [n ] 1]= polygon3normal [n ] [3] -

polygon3normal [n] [1] / /yl -yO

double [ ] [ ] path = new double [ ] [] {
- 81 089867 26. 457497 },
- 81 090447 26. 457275},
- 81 09028 1 26. 457275},
- 81 089619 26. 45727 5},
- 81 08887 4 26. 45727 5},
- 81 088543 26. 45727 5},
- 81 088294 26. 457127},
- 81 08804 6 26. 45683 },
- 81 087 963 26. 456608 },
- 81 08788 , 26. 456237 },
- 81 087797 26. 45594 },
- 81 087 963 26. 455644},
- 81 088 12 9 26. 4554 21},
- 81 088 12 9 26. 45512 5},
- 81 088046 26. 454828},
- 81 087 715 26. 454 68 },
- 81 087 383 26. 454532 },
- 81 087 218 26. 45431 },
- 81 087 052 26. 45 4013},
- 81 08672 1 26. 45393 9},
- 81 08639, 26. 4537 91 },
- 81 086141 26. 453568 },
- 81 086141 26. 45327 2},
- 81 086307 26. 52 901},
- 81 086555 26. 452 60 },
- 81 08680 4 26. 452382 },
- 81 087135 26. 45223 4},
- 81 087 383 26. 452234 },
- 81 087 797 26. 45216},
- 81 088 12 9 26. 452011},
- 81 088 5 43 26. 451937 },
- 81 088874 26. 451937 },
- 81 08928 8 26. 451789},
- 81 089702 26. 451789},
- 81 08995 , 26. 451789},
- 81 090 613 26. 51789},
- 81 091027 26. 4517 15},
- 81 09127 5 26. 4517 15},
- 81 091772 26. 4517 15},
- 81 092 18 6 26. 451715},



81 092517 , 26 . 451715 }
81 092 931, 26. 451715 }
81 0932 62 , 26 . 451715 }
81 0935 93 , 26 . 51715 }
81 093 924, 26 . 451715 }
81 094338, 26 . 451492 }
81 094752 , 26 . 45134 4 }
81 094835, 26 . 451047 }
81 09467 , 26 . 4507 51 } ,

10 81 094421, 26 . 450 603 }
81 09409, 26 . 450528 } ,
81 0937 59, 26 . 450454 }
81 093345, 26 . 45045 }
81 0932 62 , 26 . 450454 }

15 81 092 682, 26. 45045 }
81 092 18 6 26. 45045 }
81 091523, 26. 45045 }
81 091109, 26. 450455 }
81 090 695 , 26 . 450455 }

20 81 0902 81, 26. 450455 }
81 089867 , 26 . 450455 }
81 089453 , 26 . 45038 },
81 08937 , 26 . 450232 },
81 089288, 26. 449787 }

25 81 089453 , 26 . 449417 }
81 089867 , 26 . 44919 }
81 090447, 26. 449046 }
81 0907 78, 26. 448898 }
81 091192 , 26 . 448824 }

30 81 09160 6, 26 . 448824 }
81 091937 , 26 . 448749 }
81 092 517 , 26 . 448749 }
81 092 931, 26. 448749 }
81 0932 62 , 26 . 44867 5 }

35 81 093841, 26. 448601 }
81 09409, 26 . 4837 9 } ,
81 094 09, 26 . 448156} ,
81 09409, 26 . 47786} ,
81 09409, 26 . 4474 15 } ,

40 81 093 92 4 26 . 447044 },
81 093 67 6 26 . 446896 },
81 0932 62 , 26 . 446822 },
81 092 931, 26 . 446822 },
81 092599, 26 . 446822 },

45 81 092103, 26 . 446822 },
81 091771, 26 . 46896 },
81 09144, 26 . 44704 5 } ,
81 091026, 26 . 447119 },
81 0907 78 26. 447 341 },

50 81 090 116 26. 447 489 },
81 08995 , 26 . 447489 },
81 089288 26. 447 638 },
81 089122 26. 447786 },
81 088625 26. 447786 },



-81 . 08846, 26. 447786}
-81 . 08788, 26. 447786}
-81 . 0875 49, 26. 44786}
-81 . 086969 . 44786}
-81 . 086721 . 44786
-81 . 08 6307 . 44786}
-81 . 085893 . 44786}
-81 . 085562 . 447934
-81 . 08523 1 . 447786
-81 . 084982 . 447786
-81 . 084485 . 447489
-81 . 084154 . 447415
-81 . 083657 . 4472 67
-8 1 . 083243 . 447193
-81 . 082 912 . 447193
-81 . 082 415 . 446971
-81 . 082 167 . 446674
-81 . 082 167 . 44637 7
-81 . 082 581 . 44608 1
-81 . 083492 . 445636
- 81 . 0837 4, 26 445488}

81 . 084154 . 445488
81 . 084568 . 445488
81 . 084817 . 445414
81 . 085645 . 44534 }
81 . 08597 6 . 4453 }
81 . 086473 . 44534 }
81 . 087052 . 44534 }
81 . 087383 . 44534 }
81 . 087 797 . 445488
81 . 088 046 . 445488
81 . 088542 . 445488
81 . 088956 . 445488
81 . 08 9288 . 445488
81 . 08 9702 . 445562
81 . 09028 1 . 445562
81 . 090 612 . 445562
81 . 091109 . 44571 }
81 . 091275 . 445488
81 . 09127 5 . 445191
81 . 091357 . 444895
81 . 091357 . 444598
81 . 09127 5 . 444302
81 . 090 943 . 444079
81 . 090 612 . 443931
81 . 0902 81 . 443931
81 . 089867 . 443931
81 . 089453 . 443709
81 . 089122 . 443486
81 . 088874 . 443412
81 . 088625 . 44319}
81 . 088625 . 442819
81 . 088873 . 44267 1
81 . 089205 . 442597



81 089619 26 442449 }
81 090033 26 44222 6 }
81 090447 26 442078 }
81 090 612 26 442078 }
81 091109 26 441855 }
81 091523 26 441781 }
81 0922 68 26 441559}
81 0927 65 26 441485 }
81 093 179 26 441336}

10 81 093 51 , 26 441188 },
81 093 924 26 . 440966 }
81 094 172 26 . 440892 }
81 094669 26 . 44052 1 }
81 094917 26 . 440447 }

15 81 095165 26 . 440447 }
81 0954 97 26 . 440298 }
81 095 993 26 . 44015 },
81 096159 26 . 44015 },
81 09649, 26 440002 },

20 81 09682 1, 26 . 43977 9}
81 097 815, 26 . 439409 }
81 098 56 , 26 43889},
81 09913 9 26 . 438519 }
81 09938 8 26 . 43851 9}

25 81 099802 26 . 438519}
81 1002 16 26 . 43851 9}
81 1007 95 26 . 43851 9}
81 10112 6 26 . 438445 }
81 1017 06 26 . 4382 96}

30 81 102368 26 . 43807 }
81 102 699 26 . 438 },
81 103527 26 . 437 92 5 }
81 103 858 26 . 437 92 5 }
81 104272 26 . 437 925 }

35 81 104 68 6 26 . 437 925 }
81 105183 26 . 437 925 }
81 1057 63 26 . 437 925 }
81 106425 26 . 437 925 }
81 10683 9 26 . 437851 }

40 81 107 17 , 26 437777 },
81 107 998 26 . 43777 6}
81 10857 7 26 . 43777 6 }
81 10882 6 26 . 43777 6 }
81 108 991 26 . 43777 6 }

45 81 109488 26 . 43777 6 }
81 109985 26 . 437776 }
81 110482 26 . 43777.6 }
81 1110 61 26 . 437 85 },
81 11164 1 26 . 437 92 4 }

50 81 111972 26 . 437 924 }
81 112469 26 . 437 924 }
81 112 966 26 . 437 924 }
81 113214 26 . 437 924 }
81 113628 26 . 437 92 }



{- 81 . 113794, 26 . 437 92 4}
{- 81 . 114125, 26 . 437775 }
{- 81 . 114373, 26 . 4377 75 }
{- 81 . 114373, 26 . 437998 }
{- 81 . 114125, 26 . 438442 }
{- 81 . 114042, 26 . 438739
{- 81 . 114042, 26 . 43903 6}
{- 81 . 113794, 26 . 439406}
{- 81 . 113711, 26 . 439703 }
{- 81 . 11362 8, 26 . 439777 }
{- 81 . 113132 , 26 . 44007 4 }
{- 81 . 112718, 26 . 44014 8 }
{- 81 . 112304, 26 . 44022 2 }
{- 81 . 11189, 26 . 4402 96 },
{- 81 . 11131 , 26 . 440445 },
{- 81 . 110813, 26 . 440445 }
{- 81 . 11031 7, 26 . 440445 }
{- 81 . 110068 , 26 . 440445 }
{- 81 . 109489, 26 . 440445 }
{- 81 . 108 992 , 26 . 440445}
{- 81 . 108 661, 26 . 440445 }
{- 81 . 108 412, 26 . 440445 }
{- 81 . 107 833, 26. 440445 }
{- 81 . 107 75, 26. 440445 },
{- 81 . 107 005 , 26 . 40445 }
{- 81 . 10650 8, 26 . 44052 },
{- 81 . 10617 7, 26 . 4059 }
{- 81 . 105 68 , 26 . 40594 },
{- 81 . 1054 32 , 26 . 440742 }
{- 81 . 104 935, 26 . 440816}
{- 81 . 10419, 26 . 440965 },
{- 81 . 103 693 , 26 . 441113 }
{- 81 . 103 445, 26 . 441187 }
{- 81 . 102 617 , 26 . 441632 }
{- 81 . 102 12 , 26 . 44178},
{- 81 . 101706, 26 . 44207 7 }
{- 81 . 101458 , 26 . 442225 }
{- 81 . 1007 96, 26 . 442596}
{- 81 . 10038 2, 26. 442744 }
{- 81 . 100 133 , 26 . 42893 }
{- 81 . 10005 , 2 6. 442967 },
{- 81 . 099471, 26. 443189}
{- 81 . 098 97 4, 26 . 443412 }
{- 81 . 098477, 26 . 443486}
{- 81 . 098146, 26 . 44356},
{- 81 . 0980 63 , 26 . 43708 }
{- 81 . 097401, 26 . 443782 }
{- 81 . 097 07 , 26 . 443931 },
{- 81 . 09607 7, 26 . 444227 }
{- 81 . 095 663 , 26 . 444301 }
{- 81 . 09508 3, 26 . 444524 }
{- 81 . 094 917, 26 . 444524 }
{- 81 . 094504 , 26 . 444746}
{- 81 . 094007 , 26 . 444746 }



{- 81 09367 6 26. 444895 },
{- 81 0930 96 26. 444969 },
{- 81 092599 26. 445117 },
{- 81 092 185 26. 445191},
{- 81 09168 9 26 . 4452 65 },
{- 81 091192 26 . 4453 },
{- 81 090943 26 . 445414 },
{- 81 0903 64 26 . 445562 },
{- 81 08995 , 26 . 445784 },
{- 81 08953 6 26 . 446007 },
{- 81 08953 6 26 . 44637 7 },
{- 81 08 9784 26 . 446748 },
{- 81 090033 26 . 44697 },
{- 81 09028 1 26 . 447045 },
{- 81 090861 26 . 447119},
{- 81 09152 3 26 . 447193 },
{- 81 091937 26 . 447193 },
{- 81 092103 26 . 447193 },
{- 81 092765 26 . 447193 },
{- 81 09334 5, 26. 447119},
{- 81 09384 1, 26. 447044 },
{- 81 094 173, 26. 446896},
{- 81 094669 , 26 . 446748 },
{- 81 0954 14 26. 44652 5 },
{- 81 096408 26. 44608 1 },
{- 81 09707 , 26 . 445932 },
{- 81 098478 26. 44571 },
{- 81 099057 26. 45636},
{- 81 099471 26 . 445561 },
{- 81 099802 26 . 445561 },
{- 81 099968 26. 45413 },
{- 81 10087 9 26 . 44533 9},
{- 81 10162 4, 26 . 44519},
{- 81 102 12 1, 26 . 445116},
{- 81 10253 4, 26 . 44504 2 },
{- 81. 10328 , 26 . 444894 },
{- 81 103 611, 26 . 44482 },
{- 81 104439, 26 . 444745 },
{- 81 10493 6, 26 . 444745 },
{- 81 105515 , 26 . 444745 },
{- 81 10 6012 , 26 . 444745 },
{- 81 10 634 3, 26 . 444745 },
{- 81 10 667 4, 26 . 444745 },
{- 81 107 088 , 26 . 444893 },
{- 81 107668 , 26 . 444893 },
{- 81 108413 , 26 . 444893 },
{- 81. 108 661 , 26 444893 },
{- 81. 10 907 5, 26 444893 },
{- 81. 109903 , 26 444819 },
{- 81. 110234, 26 444745 },
{- 81. 110814, 26 444744},
{- 81. 11122 8, 26 44467 },
{- 81. 111642, 26 44467 },
{- 81. 11205 6, 26 444744},



- 81 . 11247, 26. 444744 },
- 81 . 112884, 26. 44467 },

{-81 . 11321 5, 26 . 44467 },
{- 81 . 11362 9, 26. 44467 },
{- 81. 11412 6, 26 . 44467 },
{- 81 . 11454 , 26 . 444595 },
{- 81 . 114871, 26 . 444595 },
{- 81 . 115202 , 26 . 444447 },
{- 81 . 115 451 , 26 . 44415 },
{- 81 . 11594 8, 26 . 444447 },
{- 81 . 11603 , 26. 444595 },
{- 81 . 116196, 26. 444817 },
{- 81 . 11652 7, 26. 445262 },
{- 81 . 11685 9, 26. 445707 },
{- 81 . 117025, 26. 44607 8 },
{- 81 . 11719, 26 . 4463 },
{- 81 . 117439, 26 . 44659 6},
{- 81. 11801 8, 26 . 447486 },
{- 81 . 118184, 26 . 447634},
{- 81 . 11851 5, 26 . 448005 },
{- 81 . 119095 , 26 . 448301},
{- 81 . 11934 4, 26 . 448598 },
{- 81 . 11950 9, 26 . 44882 },
{- 81 . 119758 , 26 . 44933 9},
{-81 . 119841, 26. 44971},
{- 81 . 11984 1, 26 . 45000 6},
{- 81 . 120007 , 26 . 450303 },
{- 81 . 120007 , 26 . 4507 47},
{- 81 . 120007 , 26 . 4508 96},
{- 81. 120007 , 26 . 4512 66},
{- 81 . 11975 9, 26. 4522 3 },
{- 81 . 11975 9, 26. 45334 2 },
{- 81 . 11951 1, 26. 454 157 },
{- 81 . 119428, 26. 454306},
{- 81 . 11934 5, 26. 454899},
{- 81 . 11934 5, 26. 45512 1 },
{- 81 . 11934 5, 26. 4554 92 },
{- 81 . 11934 5, 26. 4557 88 },
{- 81 . 119345, 26. 456455 },
{- 81 . 11934 6, 26. 4569},
{- 81 . 11934 6, 26. 457493 },
{- 81 . 11 9346, 26. 457 938 },
{- 81 . 119346, 26. 458383 },
{- 81 . 119346, 26. 458754 },
{- 81 . 119181, 26. 45905 },
{- 81 . 11901 6, 26. 4594 95 },
{- 81 . 11885 , 26 . 459644 },
{- 81 . 118519, 26. 46008 9},
{- 81 . 118188, 26. 4602 37 },
{- 81 . 117 93 9, 26. 46031 1 },
{- 81 . 117 443, 26. 46038 5 },
{- 81 . 11736 , 26 . 460534 },
{- 81 . 11678, 26 . 4607 56},
{- 81 . 11620 1, 26. 4607 56},



81 . 115787, 26 . 46075 6
81 . 115372 , 26 . 460 608
81 . 11504 1, 26 . 4603 12
81 . 114793 , 26 . 460015
81 . 114627 , 26 . 594 96
81 . 114461 , 26 . 45905 1
81 . 11413 , 26 . 458903 }
81 . 11413 , 26 . 458532 }
81 . 11388 1, 26 . 4582 36

10 81 . 113632 , 26 . 457717
81 . 113135 , 26 . 45705 }
81 . 112 804, 26 . 456902
81 . 11222 4, 26 . 45660 5
81 . 11181, 26 . 45638 3 }

15 81 . 111479, 26 . 45630 9
81 . 110899, 26 . 45630 9
81 . 1105 68 , 26 . 4561 61
81 . 11007 1, 26 . 4561 61
81 . 10957 4, 26 . 45601 3

20 81 . 10882 9, 26 . 4558 64
81 . 10858 1, 26 . 4558 64
81 . 0 808 4, 26 . 4557 16
81 . 107 67 , 26 . 557 16}

-81 . 107 173, 26 . 455642
25 -81 . 10 667 6 26 . 455642

81 . 10 617 9, 26 . 455 642
81 . 10 601 4, 26 . 4557 17

-81 . 10551 7, 26 . 455 939
-81 . 1052 69 , 26 . 456087

30 81 . 10502 , 26 . 456087 }
81 . 104441, 26 . 45631 }
81 . 10 4192 , 26 . 456458
81 . 103861 , 26 . 45682 9
81 . 10 353 , 26 . 457051 }

35 81 . 103364 , 26 . 457 348
-8 1 . 103282, 26 . 457719
-81 . 103199, 26 . 458089
-8 1 . 103199, 26 . 458237
-8 1 . 103282, 26 . 458608

40 -8 1 . 103282, 26 . 458831
81 . 103448, 26 . 459424
81 . 10353 , 26 . 597 94 }
81 . 103696 26 . 46023 9

-81 . 103 945 26 . 460684
45 -81 . 104193 26 . 461 12 9

-81 . 104442 26 . 461203
-81 . 104773 26 . 461 425
-81 . 1051 87 26 . 461722
81 . 105684 26 . 6187 }

50 81 . 10 6098 26 . 6194 4
81 . 106512 26 . 46194 4
81 . 10 6843 26 . 4617 21
81 . 107 092 26 . 461499
81 . 107 506 26. 461202



81 107 67 1 26. 460 906},
81 108 002 26. 60461 },
81 108251 26 . 45994 2 },
81 108499 26 . 459423},
81 108582 26 . 459052 },
81 10858 1 26 . 58 682 },
81 108 25, 26 . 58163 },
81 108 002 26. 457 9 },
81 10725 6 26. 457496},

10 81 106925 26. 457273},
81 106428 26 . 457273},
81 105931 26 . 45727 3},
81 105435 26 . 457273},
81 104 938 26 . 457274},

15 81 104 358 26 . 457274},
81 103944 26 . 45727 4},
81 103613 26 . 4573 48},
81 102 95 , 26 . 45757 },
81 10237 1 26. 57793 },

20 81 101377 26. 5808 9},
81 10088, 26 . 4582 38 },
81 1002 18 26 . 458534},
81 099638 26 . 4587 57 },
81 09905 9 26 . 458831},

25 81 098728 26 . 458 97 9},
81 098065 26 . 45927 6},
81 097 65 1 26. 4594 98 },
81 097072 26. 4597 95 },
81 09674, 26 . 4601 66 },

30 81 096409 26. 4604 62 },
81 0962 44 26. 46061 },
81 095912 26 . 460981},
81 0954 98 26 . 461352 },
81 095002 26 . 6142 6},

35 81 094588 26 . 461574},
81 094256 26 . 461648},
81 093842 26 . 46172 3},
81 09351 1 26 . 46172 3},
81 0930 14 26 . 46164 9},

40 81 092 6, 26 . 46157 4 },
81 0922 69 26. 4615 },
81 091938 26. 461352 },
81 09168 9 26. 46105 6},
81 091524 26. 460685},

45 81 091358 26. 46038 8},
81 09127 5 26. 59944},
81 091275 26. 45957 3},
81 091275 26 . 5935 },
81 09111, 26 . 458 98 },

50 81 09111, 26 . 458535 },
81 091027, 26 . 45809 },
81 09111, 26 . 457 645 },
81 091109, 26 . 457349},
81 091192 , 26 . 45697 8},



{-81.091192,26.456904}};

int pathPoints = path. length;
System. out .println ("path array length = " + pathPoints);

boolean inPolyl = false;
boolean inPoly2 = false;
boolean inPoly3 = false;
int totalPolygonPoints =

polygonl Point s+polygon2 Point s+polygon3 Points ;
System. out .println ("total polygon points = " +

totalPolygonPoints) ;

//keep track of the signs of all the dot products
int [ ] signArray = new int [totalPolygonPoints];
int [ ] oldsignArray = new int [totalPolygonPoints];

double [ ] [ ] locationVectorl = new double
[polygonlPoints ] [2];

double [ ] [ ] locationVector2 = new double
[polygon2Points] [2];

double [ ] [ ] locationVector3 = new double
[polygon3Points ] [2];

double [ ] dotProduct = new double [totalPolygonPoints];

int channel=0;

for (int n=0; n<pathPoints ; n++ ) {

//calculate the location vector

(int pl=0; pl< polygonlPoints; pl++) {
locationVectorl [pi] [0] = polygonl [pi ] [0 ]

[n] [0] ;//x
locationVectorl [pi] [1] = polygonl [pi ][1] - path

[n] [1] ;//y

}

for (int p2=0; p2< polygon2Points ; p2++) {
locationVector2 [p2] [0] = polygon2 [p2] [0] - path

[n] [0] ;//x
locationVector2 [p2] [1] = polygon2 [p2 ][1] - path

[n] [l];//y

}

for (int p3=0; p3< polygon3Points ; p3++) {
locationVector3 [p3] [0] = polygon3 [p3] [0] - path

[n] [0];//x
locationVector3 [p3] [1] = polygon3 [p3 ][ ] - path

[n] [1] ;//y



//calculate dot product and load into a single array

int dpindex = 0 ;

for (int pl=0; pl< polygonlPoints; pl++) {
dotProduct [dpindex] =

(locationVectorl [pi ] [0] *polygonlvector [pi] [0] )+ (locationVectorl [pi ] [1 ]*p
olygonlvector [pi ][1]);

dpindex++;

}

for (int p2=0; p2< polygon2Points; p2++)
dotProduct [dpindex] =

(locationVector2 [p2] [0] *polygon2vector [p2] [0] )+ (locationVector2 [p2] [1] *p
olygon2vector [p2 ][1]);

dpindex++;

}

for (int p3=0; p3< polygon3Points ; p3++) (
dotProduct [dpindex] =

(locationVector3 [p3] [0] *polygon3vector [p3] [0] )+ (locationVector3 [p3] [1] *p
olygon3vector [p3 ][1]);

dpindex++;

}

//load the sign of the dot products into a single
array

for (int m=0; m<totalPolygonPoints; ++ )(
if (dotProduct [m] >= 0 )

signArray [m] = 1 ;
else

signArray [ ] = 0 ;

}

boolean signChange = false;

//System. out. printlnfn + " " +path [n] [1]+"," +
path[n] [0] + " signArray: " + signArray[0] + signArray[l] +
signArray[2] + signArray [3]+ signArray[4] + signArray[5] +
signArray[6] + signArray [7]+ signArray[8] + signArray[9] +
signArray [10] + signArray [11] );

//System. out .println (n + "oldsignArray : " +
oldsignArray [0] + oldsignArray [1]+ oldsignArray [2] + oldsignArray [3] +
oldsignArray [ ] + oldsignArray [ ]+ oldsignArray [6] + oldsignArray [7 ]+
oldsignArray [8] + oldsignArray [9]+ oldsignArray [10 ]+ oldsignArray [11])

//was there a sign change in any of the dot products?

for (int p=0; p<totalPolygonPoints ; p++ ){
//System. out .println ("inde : "+ oldsignArray [p]

+ signArray[p] + signChange);
if (oldsignArray [p] != signArray [p] )



signChange = true;

}

if (signChange) {
System. out .println ("you crossed a boundary!");

inPolyl =
pnpoly (polygonlPoints, polygonlx, polygonly, path [n] [0] ,path [n] [1] );

inPoly2 =
pnpoly (polygon2Points, polygon2x, polygon2y, path [n] [0] ,path[n] [1] );

inPoly3 =
pnpoly (polygon3Points ,polygon3x, polygon3y, path [n] [0] ,path[n] [1] );

}
//int [ ] polytrue = new int [numBaseStations];

int polytruel=0 ;
int polytrue2=0;
int polytrue3=0;

if (inPolyl == true)
polytruel = 1 ;

if (inPoly2 == true)
polytrue2 = 1 ;

if (inPoly3 == true)
polytrue3 = 1 ;

//channel selection
for (int x=0; x< numBaseStations; x++) {

if (channel == 0 ) {//select any channel
that is valid

if (polytruel == 1 )

channel = 1 ;

else if (polytrue2 == 1 )

channel = 2 ;

else if (polytrue3 == 1 )

channel = 3;}
else if (channel == 1 && polytruel ==

0 ) {//leaving polyl
if (polytrue2 == 0 && polytrue3 ==

0 )

channel = 0 ;

else if (polytrue2 == 1 )

channel = 2 ;

else if (polytrue3 == 1 )

channel = 3;}
else if (channel == 2 && polytrue2 ==

0 ) {//leaving poly2
if (polytruel == 0 && polytrue3 ==

0 )

channel = 0 ;

else if (polytruel == 1 )

channel = 1 ;

else if (polytrue3 == 1 )

channel = 3;}



else if (channel == 3 && polytrue3 ==
0 ) {//leaving poly3

if (polytruel == 0 && polytrue2 ==
0 )

channel = 0 ;

else if (polytruel == 1 )

channel = 1 ;

else if (polytrue2 == 1 )

channel = 2;}

)

System. out. println(n +": " +path[n] [l] +","+
path[n] [0]+", "+ "channel: " + channel);

for (int q=0; q<totalPolygonPoints ; q++ ){
oldsignArray [q] = signArrayfq] ;

}

}

}

/*::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
:::*/

/*:: This function determines if we are in a polygon
:*/

/*::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
:::*/

static private boolean pnpoly(int npol, doublet] polygonx,
doublet] polygony, double x , double y ) {

//System. out .println ("determining which polygons the device
is within ....");

//The following code was created by Randolph Franklin in C ,

//and converted to java by Jeff Schmidt
//it returns 1 for interior points and 0 for exterior point

int i , j ;

boolean c = false;
for (i = 0 , j = npol-1; i < npol; j = i++) (

//System. out .println ("index : " + i + j + c );
if ((( (polygony [i] <= y ) && (y < polygony [ ] ) ) I I

((polygony [j ] <= y ) && (y < polygony [i])) ) &&
(x < (polygonx [ ] - polygonx[i]) * (y - polygony[i]) /

(polygony [j] - polygony [i]) + polygonx [i] ))
c = !c;

}
return c ;

}

Program Output:

polygonl verticies = 4
polygon2 verticies = 4



polygon3 verticies = 4
Number of base stations = 3
path array length = 473
total polygon points = 12
you crossed a boundary !
0 26 457497 , - 81. 089867 , channel 3
1 26 457275, - 81. 090447, channel 3
2 26 45727 5, - 81. 0902 81, channel 3
3 26 457275, - 81. 089619, channel 3
4 26 457275, - 81. 08887 4, channel 3
5 26 457275, - 81. 088543, channel 3
6 26 457127 , - 81. 088294 , channel 3
7 26 45683, - 81. 08804 6, channel : 3
8: 26. 456608 , - 81. 087 963 , channel : 3
9: 26. 56237 , - 81. 08788, channel : 3
10 26 45594 , - 81. 087797 , channel : 3
11 26 455644, - 81. 087963 , channel 3
12 26 4554 21, - 81. 08812 9, channel 3
13 26 455125 , - 81. 08812 9, channel 3
14 26 454828 , - 81. 088046, channel 3
15 26 45468 , - 81. 087715, channel : 3
16 26 454532 , - 81. 087383 , channel 3
17 26 45431 , --8 1. 087218, channel : 3
18 26 454013, - 81. 087052 , channel 3
19 26 453939, - 81. 08 6721, channel 3
20 26 4537 91 , - 81. 08 639, channel : 3
21 26 4535 68 , - 81. 08 6141, channel 3
22 26 4532 72 , - 81. 08 6141, channel 3
23 26 452901 , - 81. 086307 , channel 3
24 26 452604 , - 81. 086555 , channel 3
25 26 452382 , - 81. 08680 4, channel 3
26 26 4522 34 , - 81. 087135 , channel 3
27 26 4522 34 , - 81. 087383, channel 3
28 26 45216, - 81. 087797 , channel : 3
29 26 452011 , - 81. 08812 9, channel 3
30 26 451937 , - 81. 088543, channel 3
31 26 451937 , - 81. 088874, channel 3
32 26 451789, - 81. 089288, channel 3
33 26 451789, - 81. 089702 , channel 3
34 26 451789, - 81. 08995 , channel : 3
35 26 451789, - 81. 090613, channel 3
36 26 4517 15 , - 81. 091 027, channel 3
37 26 4517 15 , - 81. 09127 5, channel 3
38 26 4517 15 , - 81. 091772, channel 3
39 26 4517 15 , - 81. 092 186, channel 3
you crossed a boundary !
40 26 4517 15 , - 81. 092517 , channel 3
41 26 4517 15 , - 81. 092 931, channel 3
42 26 4517 15 , - 81. 0932 62 , channel 3
you crossed a boundary !
43 26 4517 15 , - 81. 0935 93 , channel 2
44 26 4517 15 , - 81. 093 924, channel 2
45 26 451492 , - 81. 094338 , channel 2
46 26 451344, - 81. 094752 , channel 2



26 45104 7 - 81. 094 835, channel :
26 4507 51 - 81. 094 67 , channel : 2
26 450603 - 81. 094421, channel :
26 45052 8 - 81. 09409, channel : 2
26 4504 54 - 81. 093759, channel :
26 450454 - 81. 09334 5, channel :
26 450454 - 81. 0932 62 , channel :
crossed a boundary !
26 4504 54 - 81. 092 682, channel :
26 4504 54 - 81. 092186, channel :
crossed a boundary !
26 4504 54 - 81. 09152 3, channel :
26 4504 55 - 81. 091109, channel :
26 4504 55 - 81. 090695 , channel :
26 450455 - 81. 09028 1, channel :
26 4504 55 - 81. 08 98 67 , channel :
26 4503 8, 81. 089453 , channel : 3
26 4502 32 - 81. 08 937 , channel : 3
26 449787 - 8 . 08 9288, channel :
26 4494 17 - 8 . 0 9 53 , channel :
26 4491 94 - 81. 08 98 67 , channel :
26 449046 - 81. 0904 47, channel :
26 448898 - 81. 09077 8, channel :
26 448824 - 81. 091192 , channel :
26 448824 - 81. 091606, channel :
crossed a boundary !
26 448749 - 81. 091937 , channel :
26 448749 - 81. 092517, channel :
crossed a bounda r y !
26 448749 - 81. 092 93 1, channel :
26 448675 - 81. 0932 62 , channel :
26 448601 - 81. 093841, channel :
26 448379 - 81. 09409, channel : 2
26 448156 - 81. 09409, channel : 2
26 447786 - 81. 09409, channel : 2
26 447415 - 81. 09409, channel : 2
26 447044 - 81. 093 92 4, channel :
26 446896 - 81. 093 67 6, channel :
26 446822 - 81. 0932 62 , channel :
26 446822 - 81. 092 931, channel :
26 446822 - 81. 092 599, channel :
crossed a boundary !
26 446822 - 81. 092103 , channel :
26 446896 - 81. 091771, channel :
26 447045 - 81. 09144, channel : 2
crossed a boundary !
26 447119 - 81. 09102 6, channel :
26 447341 - 81. 0907 78, channel :
26 447489 - 81. 090116, channel :

. 26 447489 - 81. 08995 , channel : 3
: 26 447638 - 81. 08 9288, channel :
: 26 447786 - 81. 08912 2, channel :
: 26 447786 - 81. 088625, channel :
: 26 447786 - 81. 08846, channel : 3



95 : 26. 447786, - 81. 08788 , channel : 3
96: 26. 44786, - 81. 087 549, channel : 3
97 : 26. 44786, - 81. 08 6969, channel : 3
98 : 26. 44786, - 81. 086721, channel : 3
99: 26. 44786, - 81. 086307 , channel : 3
100 26. 44786, - 81. 085893 , channel : 3
101 26. 447934 , - 81. 085562 , channel : 3
102 26. 447786, - 81. 08523 1, channel : 3
103 26. 447786, - 81. 084982 , channel : 3
104 26. 447489, - 81. 084485, channel : 3
105 26. 447415 , - 81. 084154 , channel : 3
106 26. 4472 67 , - 81. 083 657 , channel : 3
107 26. 447193 , - 81. 083243, channel : 3
108 26. 447193 , - 81. 082912 , channel : 3
109 26. 44697 1, - 81. 082415, channel : 3
110 26. 44667 4, - 81. 082167 , channel : 3
111 26. 44637 7, - 81. 082167 , channel : 3
112 26. 44608 1, - 81. 082581, channel : 3
113 26. 445636 , - 81. 083492 , channel : 3
114 26. 445488, - 81. 08374, channel : 3
115 26. 445488, - 81. 084154 , channel : 3
116 26. 445488, - 81. 084568 , channel : 3
117 26. 445414 , - 81. 084817 , channel : 3
118 26. 44534, - 81. 085645, channel : 3
119 26. 44534 , - 81. 08597 6, channel : 3
120 26. 44534, - 81. 08 6473, channel : 3
121 26. 4534 , - 81. 087052 , channel : 3
122 26. 4534 , - 81. 087 383, channel : 3
123 26. 445488, - 81. 087797 , channel : 3
124 26. 445488, - 81. 088046, channel : 3
125 26. 445488, - 81. 088542, channel : 3
126 26. 445488, - 81. 08895 6, channel : 3
127 26. 445488 , - 81. 08928 8, channel : 3
128 26. 445562 , - 81. 089702 , channel : 3
129 26. 445562 , - 81. 09028 1, channel : 3
130 26. 445562 , - 81. 090612 , channel : 3
you cros sed a boundary !
131 26. 4571, - 81. 091109, channel : 3
132 26. 445488, - 81. 09127 5, channel : 3
133 26. 445191, - 81. 0912 75, channel : 3
134 26. 444895 , - 81. 091357 , channel : 3
135 26. 444598 , - 81. 091357 , channel : 3
136 26. 444302 , - 81. 09127 5, channel : 3
137 26. 44407 9, - 81. 090 943, channel : 3
you cros sed a boundary !
138 26. 443931, - 81. 090 612, channel : 3
139 26. 443931, - 81. 0902 81, channel : 3
140 26. 44393 1, - 81. 089867 , channel : 3
141 26. 44370 9, - 81. 089453 , channel : 3
142 26. 443486, - 81. 089122 , channel : 3
143 26. 443412, - 81. 08887 4, channel : 3
144 26. 44319, - 81. 088625, channel : 3
145 26. 442819, - 81. 08862 5, channel : 3
146 26. 44267 1, - 81. 088 87 3, channel : 3



147: 26. 442597 , - 81 089205 , channel : 3
148: 26. 442449, - 81 089619, channel : 3
149: 26. 44222 6, - 81 09003 3, channel : 3
you cros sed a boundary !
150 : 26. 44207 8, - 81 090447, channel : 3
151 : 26. 442078, - 81 090 612 , channel : 3
152 : 26. 441855 , - 81 091109, channel : 3
you crossed a boundary !
153 : 26. 441781, - 81 091523, channel : 2
154 : 26. 441559, - 81 0922 68 , channel : 2
155 : 26. 441485 , - 81 092765 , channel : 2
156: 26. 441336, - 81 093179, channel : 2
157 : 26. 441188 , - 81 09351 , channel : 2
158 : 26. 440966 , - 81 093 92 4, channel : 2
159 : 26. 440892 , - 81. 094172 , channel : 2
160 : 26. 44052 1, - 81 094669 , channel : 2
161 : 26. 440447, - 81 094 917, channel : 2
162 : 26. 440447, - 81 0951 65 , channel : 2
163 : 26. 440298 , - 81 0954 97 , channel : 2
164 26 44015 , - 81. 09599 3, channel : 2
165 26 44015 , - 81. D9615 9, channel : 2
166 26 440002 , - 81. 0964 9, channel : 2
167 26 439779, - 81. 09682 1, channel : 2
168 26 439409, - 81. 097815, channel : 2
169 26 4388 9, - 81.09856 , channel : 2
170 26 43851 9, - 81. 09913 9, channel : 2
171 26 43851 9, - 81. 09938 8, channel : 2
172 26 438519, - 81. 099802 , channel : 2
173 26 438519, - 81. 1002 16, channel : 2
174 26 438519, - 81. 1007 95 , channel : 2
175 26 438445, - 81. 101126, channel : 2
176 26 438296, - 81. 1017 06, channel : 2
177 26 43807 4, - 81. 102 368 , channel : 2
178 26 438 , - 81. 102 699, channel : 2
179 26 437 925, - 81. 103 527, channel : 2
180 26 437 925, - 81. 103858 , channel : 2
181 26 437 925, - 81. 104 272, channel : 2
182 26 437 92 5, - 81. 10468 6, channel : 2
183 26 437 925, - 81. 1051 83, channel : 2
184 26 437 92 5, - 81. 1057 63 , channel : 2
185 26 437 92 5, - 81. 1064 25 , channel : 2
186 26 437851 , - 81. 10683 9, channel : 2
187 26 437777, - 81. 10717 , channel : 2
188 26 437776, - 81. 107 998 , channel : 2
189 26 437776, - 81. 10857 7, channel : 2
190 26 437776, - 81. 108826, channel : 2
191 26 437776, - 81. 108991 , channel 2
192 26 437776, - 81. 109488, channel 2
193 26 437776, - 81. 109985, channel 2
194 26 437776, - 81. 110482 , channel 2
you crossed a boundary !
195 : 26. 43785 , - 81. 111061 , channel : 2
196 : 26. 437 924, - 81. 111641, channel 2
197 : 26. 437 924, - 81. 111972, channel 2



you crossed a boundary !
198 26. 437 924, - 81. 112 469, channel : 1
199 26. 37 924, - 81. 112 966, channel : 1
200 26. 437 924, - 81. 113214, channel : 1
201 26. 37 924, - 81. 113628, channel : 1
202 26. 437 924, - 81. 1137 94 , channel : 1
203 26. 437775, - 81. 114125, channel : 1
204 26. 437775, - 81. 114373, channel : 1
205 26. 437 998 , - 81. 114373, channel : 1
206 26. 438442, - 81. 114125 , channel : 1
207 26. 438739, - 81. 114042, channel : 1
208 26. 43903 6, - 81. 114042, channel : 1
209 26. 439406, - 81. 113794 , channel : 1
210 26. 39703 , - 81. 113711, channel : 1
211 26. 439777, - 81. 113628, channel : 1
212 26. 44007 4, - 81. 113132 , channel : 1
213 26. 440148, - 81. 112718, channel : 1
214 26. 440222 , - 81. 112304 , channel : 1
215 26. 40296, - 81. 11189, channel : 1
you crossed a boundary !
216 26. 440445, - 81. 11131, channel : 1
217 26. 40445, - 81. 110813, channel : 1
you crossed a boundary !
218 26. 440445, - 81. 1103 17, channel : 2
219 26. 440445, - 81. 110068 , channel : 2
220 26. 40445, - 81. 109489, channel : 2
221 26. 40445, - 81. 108 992 , channel : 2
222 26. 440445, - 81. 108661 , channel : 2
223 26. 440445, - 81. 108 412, channel : 2
224 26. 440445, - 81. 107833 , channel : 2
225 26. 440445, - 81. 107 75, channel : 2
226 26. 440445, - 81. 107 005 , channel : 2
227 26. 44052 , - 81. 106508 , channel : 2
228 26. 440594, - 81. 106177, channel : 2
229 26. 440594, - 81. 10568 , channel : 2
230 26. 40742, - 81. 1054 32 , channel : 2
231 26. 440816, - 81. 104 935, channel : 2
232 26. 440965 , - 81. 104 19, channel : 2
233 26. 441113, - 81. 103 693 , channel : 2
234 26. 441187 , - 81. 103 445, channel : 2
235 26. 441632 , - 81. 102 617, channel : 2
236 26. 44178, - 81. 102 12 , channel : 2
237 26. 442077, - 81. 10170 6, channel : 2
238 26. 4222 5, - 81. 101458 , channel : 2
239 26. 42596, - 81. 1007 96, channel : 2
240 26. 42744, - 81. 100382, channel : 2
241 26. 442893 , - 81. 1001 33 , channel : 2
242 26. 442967 , - 81. 10005 , channel : 2
243 26. 43189, - 81. 099471, channel : 2
244 26. 443412, - 81. 098974, channel : 2
245 26. 443486, - 81. 098477, channel : 2
246 26. 44356, - 81. 09814 6, channel : 2
247 26. 43708 , - 81. 098 063 , channel : 2
248 26. 443782 , - 81. 097401, channel : 2



249 26. 443931 81. 097 07 , channel :
250 26. 444227 81. 09607 7, channel
251 26. 444301 81. 095663 , channel
252 26. 444524 81. 09508 3, channel
253 26. 44524 81. 094 917 , channel
254 26. 444746 81. 094 504, channel
255 26. 444746 81. 094 007 , channel
256 26. 444895 81. 093 67 6, channel
257 26. 444969 81. 0930 96, channel
258 26. 445117 , - 81. 092 599, channel
259 26. 445191 , - 81. 092 185, channel
you crossed a boundary !
260 26. 445265 81. 091689, channel
261 26. 44534 , - 81. 091192 , channel :
you crossed a boundary !
262 26. 45414 - 81. 090 943, channel
263 26. 445562 - 81. 0903 64 , channel
264 26. 445784 - 81. 08995 , channel :
265 26. 446007 - 81. 08953 6, channel
266 26. 44637 7 - 81. 08953 6, channel
267 26. 446748 - 81. 089784, channel
268 26. 44697 , 81. 090033 , channel :
269 26. 447045 - 81. 09028 1, channel
270 26. 447119 - 81. 0908 61 , channel
you crossed a boundary !
271 26. 447193 81. 091523, channel
272 26. 447193 81. 091937 , channel
273 26. 447193 81. 092103 , channel
you crossed a boundary !
274 26. 447193 - 81. 0927 65 , channel :
275 26. 447119 - 81. 093345, channel :
276 26. 447044 - 81. 093841, channel :
277 26. 446896 - 81. 094 173, channel :
278 26. 446748 - 81. 094 669, channel :
279 26. 446525 - 81. 0954 14, channel :
280 26. 44608 1 - 81. 096408 , channel :
281 26. 445932 - 81. 097 07 , channel :
282 26. 44571, 81. 098478, channel :
283 26. 44563 6 - 81. 099057 , channel :
284 26. 445561 - 81. 099471, channel :
285 26. 445561 - 81. 099802 , channel :
286 26. 445413 - 81. 099968 , channel :
287 26. 44533 9 - 81. 100 87 9, channel :
288 26. 44519, 81. 01624, channel : 2
289 26. 445116 - 81. 102 121, channel :
290 26. 44504 2 - 81. 102 534, channel :
291 26. 444894 - 81. 10328 , channel : 2
292 26. 44482 , 81. 103611, channel : 2
293 26. 444745 - 81. 104439, channel :
294 26. 444745 - 81. 10493 6, channel :
295 26. 444745 - 81. 10551 5, channel :
296 26. 444745 - 81. 106012, channel :
297 26. 444745 - 81. 10634 3, channel :
298 26. 444745 - 81. 10667 4, channel :



299 : 26 444893 , - 81 107088, channel : 2
300 : 26 444893 , - 81 107 668 , channel : 2
301 : 26 444893 , - 81 108413, channel : 2
302 : 26 444893 , - 81 108 661 , channel : 2
303 : 26 444893 , - 81 10907 5, channel : 2
you crossed a boundary !
304 : 26. 44819, - 81. 109903 , channel : 2
305 : 26. 44745, - 81. 1102 34, channel : 2
you crossed a bounda ry !
306 : 26 444744, -81 . 1108 14, channel 1
307 : 26 44467 , - 81. 11122 8, channel : 1
308 : 26 44467 , - 81. 111642, channel : 1
309 : 26 444744, - 81. 112056, channel 1
310 : 26 444744, - 81. 11247, channel : 1
311 : 26 44467 , - 81. 11288 4, channel : 1
312 : 26 44467 , - 81. 1132 15, channel : 1
313 : 26 44467 , - 81. 11362 9, channel : 1
314: 26 44467 , - 81. 11412 6, channel : 1
315 : 26 444595 , - 81. 11454 , channel : 1
316: 26 444595 , - 81. 114871, channel 1
317 : 26 444447, - 81. 115202 , channel 1
318 : 26 44415 , - 81. 115451 , channel : 1
319: 26 444447, - 81. 115 948, channel . 1
320 : 26 444595 , - 81. 11603 , channel : 1
321: 26 444817 , - 81. 1161 96, channel 1
322 : 26 445262 , - 81. 116527 , channel 1
323 : 26 445707 , - 81. 116859, channel 1
324 : 26 44607 8, - 81. 117025, channel 1
325 : 26 4463 , - 81. 117 19, channel : 1
326: 26 446596, - 81. 117439, channel 1
327 : 26 447486, - 81. 118018, channel : 1
328 : 26 447634, - 81. 118184, channel : 1
329: 26 448005 , - 81. 118515, channel : 1
330 : 26 448301, - 81. 119095 , channel : 1
331 : 26 448598, - 81. 119344, channel : 1
332 : 26 44882 , - 81. 11950 9, channel : 1
333 : 26 44933 9, - 81. 1197 58 , channel : 1
334 : 26 44971, - 81. 11984 1, channel : 1
335 : 26 45000 6, - 81. 119841, channel : 1
336: 26 45030 3, - 81. 120007 , channel : 1
337 : 26 4507 47, - 81. 120007 , channel : 1
338 : 26 4508 96, - 81. 120007 , channel : 1
339: 26 4512 66 , - 81. 120007 , channel : 1
340: 26 45223 , - 81. 119759, channel : 1
341: 26 4533 42, - 81. 119759, channel : 1
342: 26 454 157 , - 81. 11951 1, channel : 1
343: 26 454306, - 81. 119428, channel : 1
344: 26 454899, - 81. 11934 5, channel : 1
345: 26 455121, - 81. 11934 5, channel : 1
346: 26 4554 92 , - 81. 11934 5, channel : 1
347: 26 4557 88, - 81. 11934 5, channel : 1
348: 26 456455 , - 81. 11934 5, channel : 1
349: 26 4569 , - 81. 11934 6, channel : 1
350 : 26 457493 , - 81. 11934 6, channel : 1



351 26 457 938 , - 81. 11934 6, channel 1
352 26 45838 3, - 81. 11934 6, channel 1
353 26 4587 54 , - 81. 11934 6, channel 1
354 26 45905 , - 81. 11 918 1, channel : 1
you crossed a boundary !
355 26 4594 95 , - 81. 11901 6, channel 0
356 26 459644, - 81. 11885 , channel : 0
357 26 46008 9, - 81. 11851 9, channel 0
358 26 4602 37 , - 81. 118188, channel 0
359 26 4603 11, - 81. 117939, channel 0
360 26 46038 5, - 81. 117443, channel 0
361 26 460534 , - 81. 11736, channel : 0
362 26 46075 6, - 81. 11678, channel : 0
363 26 4607 56, - 81. 11620 1, channel 0
364 26 460756, - 81. 115787 , channel 0
365 26 460 608 , - 81. 11537 2, channel 0
366 26 460312 , - 81. 11504 1, channel 0
367 26 460015, - 81. 114793 , channel 0
you crossed a boundary !
368 26 459496, - 81. 114627 , channel 1
you crossed a boundary !
369 26 459051 , - 81. 114461 , channel 1
370 26 458903 , - 81. 11413 , channel : 1
371 26 458532 , - 81. 11413, channel : 1
372 26 45823 6, - 81. 1138 81, channel 1
373 26 457717, - 81. 113632 , channel 1
374 26 45705 , - 81. 113135 , channel : 1
375 26 456902 , - 81. 1128 04 , channel 1
376 26 456605 , - 81. 11222 4, channel 1
377 26 45638 3, - 81. 11181, channel : 1
378 26 45630 9, - 81. 111479, channel 1
379 26 45630 9, - 81. 1108 99, channel 1
380 26 456161 , - 81. 1105 68 , channel 1
381 26 456161 , - 81. 11007 1, channel 1
382 26 45601 3, - 81. 10957 4, channel 1
383 26 4558 64 , - 81. 10882 9, channel 1
384 26 4558 64 , - 81. 10858 1, channel 1
385 26 4557 16, - 81. 10808 4, channel 1
you crossed a boundary !
386 26 4557 16, - 81. 107 6 , channel : 1
387 26 455642, - 81. 107 173, channel 1
388 26 455642, - 81. 10667 6, channel 1
you crossed a boundary !
389 26 455642, - 81. 10 617 9, channel 2
390 26 4557 17 , - 81. 10601 , channel 2
391 26 45593 9, - 81. 10551 7, channel 2
392 26 45608 7, - 81. 1052 69, channel 2
393 26 456087 , - 81. 10502 , channel : 2
394 26 45631 , - 81. 104441, channel : 2
395 26 4564 58 , - 81. 104 192 , channel 2
396 26 45682 9, - 81. 1038 61 , channel 2
397 26 457051 , - 81. 10353 , channel : 2
398 26 457348, - 81. 1033 64 , channel 2
399 26 457719, - 81. 1032 82 , channel 2



400 26 458089 ,-81. 103199, channel: 2
401 26 458237 ,-81. 103199, channel: 2
402 26 458608 ,-81. 103282, channel: 2
403 26 458831 ,-81. 103282, channel: 2
404 26 459424 ,-81. 103448, channel: 2
you crossed a boundary !
405 26 459794 ,-81. 10353, channel : 0
you crossed a Doundary !
406 26 460239 ,-81. 103696, channel: 0
407 26 460684 ,-81. 103945, channel : 0
408 26 461129 ,-81. 104193, channel : 0
409 26 461203 ,-81. 104442, channel: 0
410 26 461425 ,-81. 104773, channel : 0
you crossed a DOundary !
411 26 461722 ,-81. 105187, channel : 0
412 26 46187, -81. 105684, channel: 0
413 26 461944 ,-81. 106098, channel: 0
you crossed a boundary !
414 26 461944 ,-81. 106512, channel : 0
415 26 461721 ,-81. 106843, channel : 0
416 26 461499 ,-81. 107092, channel: 0
417 26 461202 ,-81. 10750 6 ,channel : 0
418 26 460906 ,-81. 107671, channel: 0
419 26 460461 ,-81 .108002, channel : 0
420 26 459942 ,-81 .108251, channel : 0
you crossed a boundary !
421 26 459423 ,-81 .1084 99, channel : 1
422 26 459052 ,-81 .108582, channel : 1
423 26 458682 ,-81 .108581, channel : 1
424 26 458163 ,-81. 10825, channel: 1
425 26 45794, -81. 108002, channel: 1
you crossed a soundary !
426 26 457496 ,-81 .107256, channel : 1
427 26 457273 ,-81 .106925, channel : 1
428 26 457273 ,-81. 106428, channel: 1
you crossed a Doundary !
429 26 457273 ,-81. 105931, channel: 2
430 26 457273 ,-81. 105435, channel : 2
431 26 457274 ,-81. 104938, channel: 2
432 26 457274 ,-81 .104 358, channel : 2
433 26 457274 ,-81. 103944, channel: 2
434 26 457348 ,-81 .103 613, channel: 2
435 26 45757, -81 .10295, channel : 2
436 26 457793 ,-81 .102371, channel : 2
437 26 458089 ,-81. 101377, channel: 2
438 26 458238 ,-81. 10088, channel: 2
439 26 458534 ,-81 .100218, channel : 2
440 26 458757 ,-81 .099638, channel : 2
441 26 458831 ,-81 .099059, channel : 2
442 26 458979 ,-81 .098728, channel : 2
443 26 459276 ,-81 .098065, channel : 2
444 26 459498 ,-81 .097651, channel : 2
you crossed a boundary !
445 26 4597 95, -81 .097072 ,channel : 0



you crossed a boundary !
446 26 4601 66, - 81. 09674, channel : 0
you crossed a boundary !
447 26 460462 , - 81. 096409, channel : 0
448 26 460 61 , - 81. 096244, channel : 0
449 26 460 981, - 81. 095 912 , channel : 0
450 26 461352 , - 81. 0954 98 , channel : 0
you crossed a ooundary !
451 26 461426, - 81. 095002 , channel : 0
452 26 461574, - 81. 094 588, channel : 0
you crossed a boundary !
453 26 461 648, - 81. 094256, channel : 0
45 4 26 461723, - 81. 093 842, channel : 0
455 26 461723, - 81. 09351 1, channel : 0
456 26 461 649, - 81. 093014, channel : 0
457 26 461574, - 81. 092 6, channel : 0
458 26 4615, - 81. 092269 , channel : 0
459 26 461352 , - 81. 091 938, channel : 0
460 26 461056, - 81. 09168 9, channel : 0
461 26 460685, - 81. 091 52 4, channel : 0
462 26 4603 88, - 81. 091358 , channel : 0
you crossed a ooundary !
463 26 459944, - 81. 09127 5, channel : 3
you crossed a ooundary !
464 26 45957 3, - 81. 09127 5, channel : 3
465 26 45935 , - 81. 09127 5, channel : 3
466 26 45898 , - 81. 09111, channel : 3
467 26 458535 , - 81. 09111, channel : 3
468 26 45809, - 81. 091027 , channel : 3
469 26 457 645, - 81. 091 11, channel : 3
470 26 457 349, - 81. 091 10 9, channel : 3
471 26 456978, - 81. 091192 , channel : 3
472 26 456904 , - 81. 091 192 , channel : 3



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A mobile radio device (98) comprising:

a network interface (208) that receives polygon operating area information for a

plurality of polygon operating areas in which the mobile radio device may engage in

wireless communication, wherein each of the polygon operating areas overlaps with at

least one other of the polygon operating areas;

a device locator (214) for determining a location of the mobile radio device; and

a controller (200) that executes a channel selection application (206) that is stored

in a memory (204) and, by execution of the channel selection application, the controller is

configured to process the polygon operating area information to:

determine a first polygon operating area in which the mobile radio device is

located;

select a first channel of operation corresponding to a channel that is

available for use within the first polygon operating area;

determine whether the mobile radio device has crossed a boundary of the

first polygon operating area and entered a second polygon operating area; and

when it is determined that the mobile radio device has crossed the boundary

of the first polygon operating area and entered the second polygon operating area,

select a second channel of operation corresponding to a channel that is available

for use within the second polygon operating area.

2 . The mobile radio device (98) of claim 1, wherein the polygon operating

area information comprises, for each of the polygon operating areas, polygon boundary

information and channel list information of channels that are available for wireless

communication within a respective polygon operating area.



3 . The mobile radio device (98) of claim 1, wherein the controller (200)

executes the channel selection application (206) to determine:

a location vector from the device location to a point on a boundary line segment of

the first polygon operating area; and

a boundary vector that is a vector normal to the boundary line segment;

wherein it is determined whether the mobile radio device has crossed the

boundary of the first polygon operating area based on a dot product of the location vector

and the boundary vector.

4 . The mobile radio device (98) of claim 3, wherein it is determined that the

mobile radio device has crossed the boundary of the first polygon operating area when

there is a sign change in the dot product of the location vector and the boundary vector.

5 . The mobile radio device (98) of claim 1, wherein the controller (200)

executes the channel selection application (206) to determine whether the mobile radio

device has moved outside of the plurality of polygon operating areas, and if so, the

controller causes the mobile radio device to idle.

6 . The mobile radio device (98) of claim 5, wherein the controller (98)

executes the channel selection application (206) to determine whether the mobile radio

device has entered one of the plurality of polygon operating areas, and if so, the controller

selects a channel of operation corresponding to a channel that is available for use within

the entered polygon operating area.

7 . A wireless communications server (70) comprising:

a memory (80) that stores a database (76) of polygon operating area information

for a plurality of polygon operating areas in which a mobile radio device (98) may engage

in wireless communication, wherein each of the polygon operating areas overlaps with at

least one other of the polygon operating areas; and



a communications interface (86) that transmits the polygon operating area

information to the mobile radio device;

wherein a channel handover selection is made for the mobile radio device based on

the polygon operating area information.

8. The wireless communications server (70) of claim 7, further comprising an

input interface(84) that is configured to receive an input of the polygon operating area

information.

9 . The wireless communications server (70) of claim 7, wherein the polygon

operating area information comprises, for each of the polygon operating areas, polygon

boundary information and channel list information of channels that are available for

wireless communication within a respective polygon operating area.

10. The wireless communications server (70) of claim 7, wherein the

communications interface (86) comprises a device locator for determining a location of the

mobile radio device (98), and the wireless communications server further comprises:

a processor (78) that executes a channel selection function (74) that is stored in a

memory (80) and, by execution of the channel selection function, the processor is

configured to process the polygon operating area information to:

determine a first polygon operating area in which the mobile radio device is

located;

select a first channel of operation corresponding to a channel that is

available for use within the first polygon operating area;

determine whether the mobile radio device has crossed a boundary of the

first polygon operating area and entered a second polygon operating area; and

when it is determined that the mobile radio device has crossed the boundary

of the first polygon operating area and entered a second polygon operating area,



select a second channel of operation corresponding to a channel that is available

for use within the second polygon operating area;

wherein the selections of the first channel and the second channel are transmitted

to the mobile radio device.

11. The wireless communications server (70) of claim 10, wherein the

processor (78) executes the channel selection function (74) to determine:

a location vector from the device location to a point on a boundary line segment of

the first polygon operating area; and

a boundary vector that is a vector normal to the boundary line segment;

wherein it is determined whether the mobile radio device (98) has crossed the

boundary of the first polygon operating area based on a dot product of the location vector

and the boundary vector.

12. The wireless communications server (70) of claim 11, wherein it is

determined that the mobile radio device (98) has crossed the boundary of the first polygon

operating area when there is a sign change in the dot product of the location vector and the

boundary vector.

13. A method of performing a channel handover selection in a mobile radio

device (98) comprising the steps of:

receiving polygon operating area information for a plurality of polygon operating

areas in which the mobile radio device may engage in wireless communication, wherein

each of the polygon operating areas overlaps with at least one other of the polygon

operating areas;

determining a location of the mobile radio device;

determining a first polygon operating area in which the mobile radio device is

located;



selecting a first channel of operation corresponding to a channel that is available

for use within the first polygon operating area;

determining whether the mobile radio device has crossed a boundary of the first

polygon operating area and entered a second polygon operating area; and

when it is determined that the mobile radio device has crossed the boundary of the

first polygon operating area and entered a second polygon operating area, selecting a

second channel of operation corresponding to a channel that is available for use within the

second polygon operating area.

14. The method of performing a channel handover selection of claim 13,

wherein the polygon operating area information comprises, for each of the polygon

operating areas, polygon boundary information and channel list information of channels

that are available for wireless communication within a respective polygon operating area.

15. The method of performing a channel handover selection of claim 13,

further comprising:

determining a location vector from the device location to a point on a boundary

line segment of the first polygon operating area;

determining a boundary vector that is a vector normal to the boundary line

segment; and

determining whether the mobile radio device has crossed the boundary of the first

polygon operating area based on a dot product of the location vector and the boundary

vector.

16. The method of performing a channel handover selection of claim 13,

further comprising determining whether the mobile radio device has moved outside of the

plurality of polygon operating areas, and if so, the idling the mobile radio device.



17. The method of performing a channel handover selection of claim 16,

further comprising determining whether the mobile radio device has entered one of the

plurality of polygon operating areas, and if so, selecting a channel of operation

corresponding to a channel that is available for use within the entered polygon operating

area.

18. The method of performing a channel handover selection of claim 13,

further comprising storing the polygon operating area information on a server (72).

19. The method of performing a channel handover of 18, wherein the polygon

operating area information is received by the mobile radio device (98) from the server (72)

over a network interface (94), and the mobile radio device performs the determining and

channel selecting steps based on the polygon operating area information received from the

server.

20. The method of performing a channel handover of 18, wherein the server

(72) performs the determining and channel selecting steps based on the stored polygon

operating area information, and the server transmits the channel selections to the mobile

radio device (98) over a network interface (94).
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